MAYOR AND COUNCIL
MEETING NO. 28-17
Monday, September 25, 2017 – 7:00 PM
WORKSESSION AGENDA
Agenda item times are estimates only. Items may be considered at times other than those
indicated.
Any person who requires assistance in order to attend a city meeting should call the ADA
Coordinator at 240-314-8108.
7:00 PM 1.
2.
7:05 PM 3.

Convene
Pledge of Allegiance
Work Session - Topic 1
A.

8:05 PM 4.

Work Session - Topic 2
A.

9:05 PM 5.

Mixed-Use Employment (MXE) Zone

Work Session - Topic 3
A.

10:05 PM 6.

FY 2019 Budget Process and Calendar

Discussion of Concepts for Workforce and Affordable Housing

Adjournment

The Mayor and Council Rules and Procedures and Operating Guidelines establish
procedures and practices for Mayor and Council meetings, including public hearing
procedures. They are available at: http://www.rockvillemd.gov/mcguidelines.

3.A

Mayor & Council Meeting Date: September 25, 2017
Agenda Item Type: Work Session
Department: Finance
Responsible Staff: Stacey Webster

Subject
FY 2019 Budget Process and Calendar

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council review the City's budget process and proposed
FY 2019 budget calendar to provide direction on:
1) changes to the overall process,
2) timing of the public hearings and worksessions, and
3) changes to public participation in the budget process.

Discussion
This is the first Mayor and Council meeting related to the preparation of the FY 2019 operating
budget and Capital Improvements Program (CIP). Staff has incorporated many of the
suggestions from the elected body related to the overall process and calendar (including this
worksession item). At this meeting, staff is seeking approval from the Mayor and Council on the
FY 2019 budget process and budget calendar.
City Charter Requirements
It is the City Manager's responsibility to provide the Mayor and Council with a budget at least
one month before the start of the new fiscal year. Below is the City Charter language that
references the City Manager's budget proposal:
ARTICLE VII - Finance, Section 2. - Budget.
The City Manager, at least one (1) month before the beginning of each fiscal year, shall
submit a recommended budget to the Council. Such budget shall provide a financial plan for
the budget year and shall contain estimates of anticipated revenues and proposed
expenditures for the coming year.
After at least one (1) public hearing on the recommended budget, the Council shall adopt a
final budget for the year. Such final budget may contain new items, eliminate proposed
items, or increase or decrease the same. The budget shall be adopted in the form of an
ordinance, which, by its terms, shall appropriate anticipated revenues to the designated
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expenditure items. The Council shall have the power to amend the budget ordinance at any
time during the fiscal year. Transfers of funds between budget ordinance items may be
authorized by resolution of the Council at any time, subject to any restrictions contained in
the budget ordinance.
(Res. No. 8-78; Res. No. 46-67; Res. No. 24-60)
Budget Process
Each year, the City’s budget staff summarizes the budget preparation process and includes the
summary in the budget document. Attachment A contains the City’s information from last year,
which can be found on pages 23 and 24 of the FY 2018 adopted budget document.
For context, page 24 of the FY 2018 budget is a macro-level graphical representation that
illustrates the sequence and timing of activities in the City’s budget process, in addition to the
people responsible for completing them. The x-axis represents the responsible party and the yaxis represents the monthly timeline. The first few months of the process focus on staff's
budget discussions and proposed budget preparation, while the later months focus on the
Mayor and Council's budget discussions, public participation, and final budget adoption.
Though this process has been successful in the past, the next section describes how staff
proposes to modify it to address concerns or enhancements that were brought up by the
Mayor and Council during the last round of budget deliberations.
FY 2019 Budget Calendar
Attachment B is a draft calendar for the FY 2019 budget process and Attachment C is a draft of
the macro-level graphical representation. The FY 2019 calendar differs from past years for
several reasons. First, staff proposes to shift forward the first public hearing and Mayor and
Council Priority Discussion to October 16, 2017. During the FY 2018 process, one member of the
Mayor and Council expressed concern that the first public hearing and the first Mayor and
Council priority discussion were too late in the process for staff to incorporate potential budget
additions/deletions into their internal budget submissions; staff agrees. The proposed calendar
has these two items scheduled for October 16, 2017, which is at the beginning of the internal
process. In addition to the October 16 public hearing, at the meeting on September 18, 2017,
the Mayor and Council directed staff to add another public hearing on November 13, 2017.
These earlier sessions will allow staff the time to incorporate ideas they hear during the public
hearings and during the Mayor and Council’s first discussion of the FY 2019 budget.
A second change includes holding separate meetings for the Cost Allocation Plan (October 2)
and the Water and Sewer Rate Presentation (December 11). These items will be integral to
budget development and staff recommends that the Mayor and Council hold separate sessions
due to their complexity and their overall impacts on the FY 2019 budget. In addition, staff
recommends holding a special public hearing on the water and sewer rates (December 11) in
order to give residents and businesses a designated time to voice their opinions on the next
round of rate increases (note: there will be opportunities for additional public input in March
and April, 2018).
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The draft calendar also contains two Mayor and Council worksessions (March 5 and April 23)
and two budget public hearings (March 19 and April 9) after the City Manager presents his
proposed budget to the Mayor and Council on February 26, 2018. The Mayor and Council may
want to consider holding at least one of these sessions on a designated worksession night or a
non-Monday night in order to accommodate a more focused, robust discussion or public
hearing. This was implemented successfully last year when the City held a FY 2018 budget
worksession on a Thursday night (March 2, 2017).
In addition to the Cost Allocation Plan, water and sewer rates, budget public hearings, and
budget worksessions, Finance staff will present other finance and budget-related items during
this time to help give the Mayor and Council context for their budget discussions. These other
items include: quarterly financial reports, budget amendments, FY 2017 audited financial
statements, and the Popular Annual Financial Report (“PAFR”).
Public Participation in the Budget Process
Public participation in the budget process is a high priority for City staff and the elected body.
Attachment D is a best practice from GFOA related to the community's participation during the
budget process. The community's involvement in the budget process provides a critical
perspective for the Mayor and Council when making decisions related to the operating and
capital budgets. Currently, the City is utilizing many of the recommended tools for soliciting
community involvement, including: community forums, budget public hearings, biennial
community survey, the Financial Advisory Board, and other City Boards and Commissions. In
addition, the City is utilizing many of the communication tools, including: Rockville Reports, the
City's website, social media, the PAFR, and quarterly financial updates.
While there has been moderate public participation in the past, City staff wants to enhance the
public’s opportunity to be involved with all aspects of the budget. New for the FY 2019 budget
process, staff will introduce an online tool that will allow the public to participate by selecting
their top budget priorities; offering suggestions for budget reductions; and describing ideas for
decreasing costs or improving operational efficiencies. Staff is excited about the new online
form and plan to make it “live” on October 17, 2017, with an end date of April 13, 2018 (sixmonth comment period). During the budget process, staff will compile the online submissions
and periodically submit them for the Mayor and Council’s review and consideration. For
historical context, staff posted a basic online form from October 2016 to April 2017 for the FY
2018 budget process. We received 43 comments that were summarized and submitted to the
Mayor and Council during the budget deliberation process.
If the Mayor and Council would like to make additional changes to the City's current methods
for solicitation and/or communication, staff will incorporate those changes into the budget
process for FY 2019.
Enhanced Employee Participation in the Budget Process
Enhanced employee participation in the budget process is a high priority for the City Manager.
New for FY 2019, budget staff created a survey that solicits employee feedback for reducing
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costs, increasing efficiencies, or enhancing services. This survey is intended for all levels of
employees, and does not require supervisor approval for submission. The survey will be
available during the internal budget preparation process, which will kick off in October 2017.
Eight weeks will be provided for employees to gather and generate ideas, which, if both
significant and ultimately accepted by the Mayor and Council, can be rewarded in various ways
(Attachment E).

Mayor and Council History
This is the first Mayor and Council item related to the FY 2019 budget process.

Boards and Commissions Review
The Financial Advisory Board (“Board”) reviewed the proposed calendar at their meeting on
August 29, 2017. The Board has scheduled their next two meetings in advance of the October
16 and December 11 Mayor and Council meetings so they can provide comments in the “Boards
and Commissions Review” sections for the Mayor and Council’s consideration.

Next Steps
When the budget schedule is finalized, staff will post it on the City's website and in Rockville
Reports so that all members of the community are aware of the important dates.

Attachments
Attachment 3.A.a:
Attachment 3.A.b:
Attachment 3.A.c:
Attachment 3.A.d:
Attachment 3.A.e:

BudgetProcess_FY2018
Budget_Calendar_FY2019
BudgetProcess_FY2019
PublicParticipation_GFOA
EmployeeBudgetIdeas

(PDF)
(PDF)
(PDF)
(PDF)
(PDF)
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CityofRockville,Maryland
FY2018AdoptedBudget

General–TheRockvilleCityCharterrequirestheCityManagertosubmitabudgettotheMayorandCouncilatleasttwo
monthsbeforethebeginningofeachfiscalyear.Inadditiontotheoperatingbudget,theCityManageralsopresentsafive
yearcapitalimprovementsprogram(CIP)fortheMayorandCouncil’sconsideration.TheMayorandCouncilscheduleand
publishadvancenoticesofpublichearings.Thebudgetisapprovedintheformofanappropriationsordinance.

BudgetAmendments–TheMayorandCouncilgivetheCityManagertheauthoritytotransferbudgetedamountsbetween
departmentswithinanyfundduringthefiscalyear.TheMayorandCouncilreserveapproval,however,forbudgettransfers
orotheractionsthatchangethetotalfundappropriations.Thesechangesmayonlybemadewithanamendmenttothe
budgetordinance.TheCityamendsthebudgetthroughoutthefiscalyearasneeded,usuallythreetofourtimes.Budget
ordinanceamendmentsapplytotheoperatingandCIPbudgets.Generally,ifexpenditureauthorityisaddedtoafund,it
mustbeaccompaniedbyanoffsettingrevenuesource.Insomecases,theCityhasappropriatedreservesorfundbalanceto
fundcapitalorotheronetimeneedsduringtheyear.

FY2018BudgetProcess–InSeptember2016,Budgetstaffconductedaninternalreviewofeachdepartment’sbase
operatingbudgetusinganewmethodology.Adjustmentsweremadetomorecloselyalignbaseswithhistoricactual
spending.InOctober2016,theactingCityManagerestablishedinternalbudgettargetsanddistributedworksheetstoeach
department.

AttheendofSeptember2016,staffpublishedanonlineformformembersofthepublictosubmittheirbudgetideasforFY
2018.Thiswasthefirstyearthatthistoolwasimplemented.OnNovember1,2016,theMayorandCouncilheldthefirstFY
2018publichearing.AlsoinlateOctober/earlyNovember,staffpreparedanddistributedbudgetsurveystogather
informationandprioritiesfromtheMayorandCouncil.TheMayorandCouncilcompletedthesurveysanddiscussedthe
results,alongwiththeirotherpriorities,atapublicmeetingonDecember12,2016.

Internally,duringthemonthsofOctoberandNovember,departmentspreparedtheirbudgetrequestsfortheCity
Manager’sconsideration.InearlyJanuary2017,theCityManagerheldbudgetmeetingswiththeseniormanagementteam
anddivisionheadstodiscusstheirbudgetsandCityprioritiesforthefiscalyear.DuringJanuaryandearlyFebruary,Budget
staffassembledtheCityManager’sdecisionsintohisproposedFY2018OperatingBudgetandCIP.

ThisdocumentwaspresentedtotheMayorandCouncilonFebruary27,2017,alongwiththeproposedbudgetordinances
andresolutions.TheMayorandCouncilheldadditionalpublichearingsonMarch6andApril3tosolicitresidentresponses
tothebudget.Concurrentwiththepublichearings,theMayorandCouncilconductedworksessionsonMarch6,April3,
andApril17,todiscussandfinalizetheirprioritiespriortobudgetadoption.OnMay1,2017,theMayorandCouncil
adoptedthebudgetordinancesandresolutionsthatsetfundinglevels,taxrates,therefuserate,andthestormwater
managementrateforFY2018.

Inadditiontotheprocessasoutlinedabove,inSeptember2016,theActingCityManagersolicitedrequestsfrom
neighborhoodsandhomeowner’sassociationsforCIPprojects.TheCityreceivedtworequests,whicharesummarizedin
theCIPOverviewsection.ForFY2018,theCitycontinuedtheprocessofprioritizingCIPprojectssupportedbytheCapital
ProjectsFund.TheCityprioritizedtheCIPprojectsbasedonfourcriteria:improves/maintainsCityfacilitiesor
infrastructure;improvesCityoperationsandservicedelivery;improvesthesafety,attractiveness,andsustainabilityofthe
Cityforresidents,workers,businesses/employers,andCitystaff;andisrequiredtomeetlegalmandatesandadoptedplans
andpolicies.

TheCityManagerusedtheprioritizationfindingstoassistindeterminingtherecommendedfundinglevelsfortheprojects
intheFY2018–FY2022CIPbudget.TheprioritizationprocessisdiscussedintheCIPOverviewsectionofthisdocument;a
moredetaileddescriptionofthecriteriausedisincludedintheSupplementalInformationsection.
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CityofRockville,Maryland
FY2018AdoptedBudget

Below,thebudgetprocessisdiagrammedasaflowchartwith“swimlanes.”Thisvisualgraphicrepresentationillustrates
thesequenceandtimingofactivitiesintheCity’sbudgetprocess,inadditiontothepersonorpeopleresponsiblefor
completingthem.Thetimingofthebudgetprocessisrepresentedonthevertical“y”axisandthegroupsandindividuals
withprominentrolesinthebudgetprocessarerepresentedonthehorizontal“x”axis.Thisdiagramallowsreadersto
quicklyvisualizeboththetimingofcertainprocessesandthegrouporindividualresponsibleforactingonthem.Notethe
closecollaborationbetweenallgroupsinApril.Theinputandanalysisfromallthesegroupsarecriticaltothecreationofa
highquality,transparent,andrepresentativebudget.
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FY 2019 Budget Calendar
(ALL dates are tentative)

SEPTEMBER 2017
3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22
29

2
9
16
23
30

9/25 M&C Worksession: FY 2019 Budget
Process and Calendar

Holiday

OCTOBER 2017
1
2
3
4
8
9
10 11
15 16 17 18
22 23 24 25
29 30 31

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

Other

NOVEMBER 2017
1
5
6
7
8
12 13 14 15
19 20 21 22
26 27 28 29

10/2 Proposed Cost Allocation Plan

2
9
16
23
30

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

11/13 M&C Budget Public Hearing

10/6 Neighborhood Assoc. CIP Requests due
10/16 Budget Public Hearing
(Start of Budget Public Comment Period)
10/16 M&C Budget Priority Discussion

Note : Mayor and Council and members of the
FAB will likely meet with the City's utility
consultant late-October/early-November to
discuss water/sewer rate updates.

10/17 Web Form for Budget Ideas goes live

DECEMBER 2017
3
10
17
24
31

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22
29

2
9
16
23
30

FEBRUARY 2018
4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22

2
9
16
23

3
10
17
24

12/11 Water/Sewer Rate Presentation

2/16 FY 2019 Proposed Budget Available

12/11 Water/Sewer Rate Public Hearing

2/26 FY 2019 Proposed Budget Presentation

MARCH 2018
4
11
18
25

JANUARY 2018
1
2
3
7
8
9
10
14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24
28 29 30 31

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22
29

2
9
16
23
30

3
10
17
24
31

APRIL 2018
1
2
3
8
9
10
15 16 17
22 23 24
29 30

MAY 2018
4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

3/5 Budget Worksession

4/9 Public Hearing

3/19 Public Hearing

4/13 Close of Budget Public Comment Period

Note: MCPS Spring Break 3/26 through 4/2;
Passover begins 3/30; Easter Sunday 4/1

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22
29

2
9
16
23
30

3
10
17
24
31

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

5/14 FY 2019 Budget Adoption by M&C

4/23 Budget Worksession

9/19/2017
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Mayor & Council Meeting Dates

3.A.c

FY 2019 Budget Process
City Departments

FY 2019
Budget Kickoff

City Manager

Mayor and
Council
Worksession:
Process and
Calendar

City
departments
develop budget
requests

Mayor and
Council
Worksession:
Cost Allocation
Plan (CAP)

City Manager
develops
budget
foundation

Mayor and
Council Priority
Discussion
Mayor and
Council
Discussion on
Water/Sewer
Rate Study

Rockville
Residents

Neighborhood
associations submit
CIP requests
Public Hearing /
public record
opens

Public Hearing

Public Hearing on
Water/Sewer Rate
Study

City Manager reviews budget requests
with City departments

Budget Office
assembles draft of
Proposed Budget
document

City Manager
approves final
Proposed Budget
Presentation of
Proposed FY 2019
Operating Budget and
CIP

Mayor and
Council
Worksession

March 2018

February 2018

December 2017‐January 2018

Budget Office collaborates with City
departments to clarify and finalize budget
requests

Budget Office
assembles Budget
Prep Materials
workbook

Mayor and Council

Public Hearing

May 2018

April 2018

Public Hearing

Staff updates

City Manager
prepares
additional
information

Staff updates

City Manager
prepares final
budget

Mayor and
Council
Worksession

Close of Public
Record

Mayor and Council
adopt FY 2019 Budget
ordinances and
resolutions
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September ‐ November 2017

Budget Office

Public Participation in Planning, Budgeting, and Performance Management

Page 1 of 3
3.A.d

BEST PRACTICE
Attachment 3.A.d: PublicParticipation_GFOA (1750 : FY 2019 Budget Process and Calendar)

Public Participation in Planning,
Budgeting, and Performance
Management
BACKGROUND:
Good public participation practices can help governments be more accountable and responsive, and
can also improve the publics perception of governmental performance and the value the public
receives from the government. The National Advisory Council on State and Local Budgeting
Recommended Budget Practices includes recommendations for stakeholder input throughout the
planning and budgeting process.
Traditionally, public participation meant voting, running for office, being involved in political
campaigns, attending public hearings, and keeping informed on important issues of the day by
reading government reports or the local newspaper. At an increased level of involvement, the public,
acting as individuals and in groups, advocated specific government policies by attending or
sponsoring public meetings, lobbying government officials, or bringing media attention to policy
issues. More recently, governments have used new forms of public involvement surveys, focus
groups, neighborhood councils, and Citizen Relationship Management systems, among others as
inputs to decisions about service levels and preferences, community priorities, and organizational
performance.
While public participation efforts can be extremely valuable, superficial or poorly designed efforts
may simply waste valuable staff time and financial resources, and at worst can increase public
cynicism if the public perceives that its input has not been taken seriously.
RECOMMENDATION:
GFOA recommends that governments incorporate public participation efforts in planning, budgeting,
and performance management results processes. GFOA also recommends that to ensure effective
and well implemented public participation processes, governments include the following
considerations in designing their efforts:
• Purposes for involving the public;
• Assurances that they are getting the publics perspective rather than only that of a small
number of highly vocal special interest groups;
• Approaches to eliciting public participation and the points in the planning-budgetingperformance management cycle those approaches are likely to be most effective;
• Information that the process will be incorporated into decision making;
• Communication to the public regarding how the information collected will be and was used;
and
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• Buy-in from top government officials.
Establishing Purposes for Public Participation Efforts
Articulating the purpose for conducting a public participation process is critical because the purpose
becomes the foundation for deciding who to involve, how to select them, what activities they will be
involved in, what information will be collected, and how the government will use the information.
Consequently, determining the purpose should be the first step in designing a participation effort.
Governments should not initiate public participation processes without establishing a tangible
purpose or objectives, nor is it sufficient to create a public participation process simply because it is

Attachment 3.A.d: PublicParticipation_GFOA (1750 : FY 2019 Budget Process and Calendar)

a best practice or because other governments have done so.
Purposes may include one or more of the following, and, in addition, individual governments may
identify other purposes for involving the public:
• To improve performance by better understanding what the public wants and expects from its
government;
• To adjust services and service levels more closely to citizens preferences;
• To establish performance measures that incorporate the publics perspective;
• To differentiate among the expectations of a jurisdictions various demographic groups in
policy and service design;
• To understand public priorities in planning, budgeting, and managing services. (Public
priorities are particularly important in making budget decisions when revenues are not
sufficient to continue to provide all services at their current levels);
• To establish long term strategies to provide for a fiscally sustainable future for the jurisdiction;
• To ensure that capital investment decisions, such as the location of infrastructure elements,
are informed by public input;
• To provide information to the public about a governments services and results.
Identifying the Publics Perspective
Citizens are diverse. Not only do citizen viewpoints differ from those of government insiders, but from
citizen to citizen. No single citizen or group of citizens is able to represent the views of all citizens.
The best way to assure a broad perspective is to collect information in a variety of ways and from a
variety of sources.
Timing and Approaches to Public Participation
Timing and approaches are related because approaches that work in one phase of planning,
budgeting, and performance management may not be effective in other phases. For example, a
community goal setting session would be very appropriate in assisting a government to establish
priorities in developing a strategic plan or in the early stages of the budget process. General
approaches and timing are listed below:
• Identifying citizen preferences and satisfaction levels. Such efforts should occur before a
decision has been made, or to test various ideas and approaches. Governments may solicit
information for general purposes, such as strategic planning, or may solicit targeted
information as input for specific projects, plans, or initiatives. Unless there is a compelling
reason to target only certain segments, public involvement approaches should encourage all
citizens to participate. In addition, governments should make involvement opportunities
accessible to all citizens and hold meetings at various times to provide maximum
participation. Local governments have used numerous mechanisms for eliciting public input.
Common methods for soliciting information include the following:
◦ Surveys, either in person or via mail, phone, or Internet.
◦ Focus groups
◦ Interviews
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◦ Comment (or point of service) cards
◦ Public meetings, such as public hearings, Town Hall meetings, and community vision
sessions
◦ Interactive priority setting tools
• Creating public or neighborhood advisory groups, committees, and informal task forces.
These are often ongoing and can be used both to seek information during planning and
information gathering and can in connection with subsequent phases, including consideration
of alternatives, decision making, implementation, evaluation, and reporting. It is important to
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identify specific groups that will be affected the most by the decisions made.
• Providing information to the public. This approach is appropriate at all stages and may include
◦ Newsletters
◦ Public notices in community media
◦ Public hearings
◦ Public reports, such as Budgets-in-Brief, Popular Annual Financial Reports, or
performance reports
◦ Web sites
◦ Individual or group emails, phone calls, and in-person contact
• Using technology, such as Constituent Relationship Management (CRM) systems. CRM may
be used to manage service relationships as well as to identify public preferences and
priorities.
Deciding how to incorporate information into decision-making
Information derived from public involvement processes provides a critical perspective for making
decisions in planning, budgeting, and management. However, such information should be
considered along with expert knowledge and judgment (such as the engineering expertise necessary
to build a bridge) and objective data (such as economic and demographic information, both of which
are also critical to good decision making).
Providing feedback to the public on how their input has been used
Governments should systematically collect, maintain, monitor, and analyze information gained from
public involvement activities, maintain contact information on individuals and groups that wish to be
kept informed, and use multiple communication mechanisms to ensure that those involved or
interested in the process are notified of opportunities for additional feedback and of decisions made
based on the public involvement process. Most importantly, governments should explain how public
involvement has made a difference in plans, budgets, and performance, and gather public feedback
on how successful the process has been through the publics eyes.
References:
• Citizen Participation: Legitimizing Performance Measurement as a Decision Tool,
Government Finance Review, GFOA, April 2002.
• The Voices of the People: Missing Links in Performance Measurement and Management,
GFOA, 2006.
• Best Practices in Public Budgeting, NACSLB, http://www.gfoa.org/services/nacslb/.
Applicable to Canadian Governments:

203 N. LaSalle Street - Suite 2700 | Chicago, IL 60601-1210 | Phone: (312) 977-9700 - Fax: (312) 977-4806
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BUDGET IDEAS
Got an idea that will:
 Increase efficiency?
 Reduce costs?
 Enhance services?

THE CITY MANAGER
WANTS TO HEAR FROM

YOU!
Forms available at the
Gude Maintenance
Facility and on i-rock.

DEADLINE: November 29th, 2017
0
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WANTED

4.A

Mayor & Council Meeting Date: September 25, 2017
Agenda Item Type: Work Session
Department: CPDS - Zoning Review & Other
Responsible Staff: Deane Mellander

Subject
Mixed-Use Employment (MXE) Zone

Recommendation
Review the current status of the Mixed-Use Employment (MXE) Zone and consider potential
options for amending the zone.

Discussion
Purpose of Work Session
Recent commercial development in Rockville’s portion of the I-270 corridor has led the Mayor
and Council to express interest in holding a work session regarding whether potential changes
to uses allowed in the Mixed-Use Employment (MXE) Zone should be considered. MXE is the
zoning designation for the largest amount of land along Research Boulevard and Piccard Drive,
and along the nearby portions of Shady Grove Road.
As noted in the Economic Development Trends Report 2016
(http://www.rockvillemd.gov/index.aspx?NID=1772, p. 14), which was prepared as part of the
Rockville 2040 Master Plan update process, that broader area was, in 2015, the location of
approximately 15,200,000 square feet of office space and approximately 21,000 office jobs,
both of which were by far the largest amounts in Rockville. Most of those offices and jobs are in
the MXE zone, though some are in the King Farm and Fallsgrove planned developments. The
MXE Zone is the designated equivalent zone for employment areas in those planned
developments.
The MXE Zone in Rockville’s Zoning Ordinance permits a wide variety of uses in addition to
these employment-generating uses. The intent of the zone reads as follows:
Intended for areas that are either currently development or are recommended for
development primarily for office, light industrial, and industrial park uses, this zone
allows for medium density development of office, retail, and residential uses. A mix of
office and residential uses, including live/work and work/live units, is encouraged.
Staff suggests, later in this memorandum, potential changes to this definition and to the
permitted uses within the MXE Zone.
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Intent of the Mixed-Use Employment (MXE) Zone
The City does not have specific employment goals or policies, but it does express economic
development policies in the current (2002) Comprehensive Master Plan. They are:
•
•
•

Attract businesses that will yield the highest economic benefits to the City and its citizens.
Ensure compatibility of industrial and commercial uses with nearby residential areas.
Encourage an appropriate balance of office, retail, industrial and residential uses and
emphasis on mixed-use development.

The comprehensive plan recognizes that many sites developed in the 1960s and 1970s did not
utilize the full development potential of the zone. The plan encouraged redevelopment of
these sites to achieve greater potential, perhaps through the optional method of development
process that had been created in 1999 for the I-3 Zone. The optional method was essentially a
form of Planned Development that allowed a range of uses – residential, commercial and office.
This was effectively a predecessor of the MXE Zone.
The creation of the MXE Zone with the 2008 ordinance revision (Attachment B) reflected the
Master Plan policies of mixed use development by greatly expanding the types of uses allowed.
Townhouses, attached units, and multi-family units are all permitted, without conditions. Most
retail sales uses are permitted, including consumable and durable goods to be used in the home
and sales of wearing apparel. All types of office uses are permitted, as well as light industrial,
service industrial uses, and warehousing.
In addition, single-unit and duplex dwellings are permitted as conditional uses, the condition
reading as follows:
25.13.04 – Special Regulations for Conditional Uses
a. Residential – Where residential uses are permitted as conditional uses in a Mixed-Use
Zone, other than the MXC Zone, they are only allowed in those areas of the zone
recommended for such use in the Plan. The Planning Commission in approving such
conditional uses shall establish such development standards as deemed necessary to
render such uses suitable and compatible with the surrounding uses and in accordance
with the intent of the Plan. In the Mixed-Use Commercial (MXC) Zone, multiple-unit
dwellings are not permitted at the ground floor level.
When the Zoning Ordinance was revised in 2008, the City also initiated a comprehensive map
amendment to apply the new zones. Most of the areas that were in the I-3 Zone were placed in
the MXE Zone, the nearest equivalent new zone. Some of the I-3 areas were within
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Comprehensive Planned Developments (CPDs), and those areas were folded into one of the
Planned Development (PD) zones. In those cases, the MXE Zone is the designated equivalent
zone. Attachment A is a map of these zones.
Current Market Conditions and Rockville 2040
Most of the I-3 areas were developed with campus-style office and research and development
(R&D) structures between the mid-1960s and 1990, consistent with the intent of the zone.
These have historically been significant employment-generating uses. Some additional
development came between the late 1990s and 2009 in the same pattern. Since 2010,
however, the office vacancy rate in the Research Boulevard corridor has grown from 6.1% to
17.7%, reflecting a substantial change in the office market in this area. At this point, there is no
near-term projection that this market weakness will change.
One consequence of the softening office market has been a turn towards other types of uses
that have a ready market. This includes a retail center recently approved at the intersection of
West Montgomery Avenue and Research Boulevard, the conversion of a former office building
to a self-storage facility, and a recent approval for a new self-storage facility near the new retail
center site. It also includes development of townhomes on properties previously planned to be
offices, in King Farm; and a proposed large-scale mixed-use redevelopment project along Shady
Grove Road, on approximately 30 acres containing office buildings developed in the 1960s.
In response to these changes, the City contracted with the Urban Land Institute (ULI),
Washington Office, for a Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) to study and make recommendations
regarding the Research Boulevard area. Their work was conducted over a two-day period,
March 27-28, 2017, and resulted in the report at Attachment C. Staff had hoped that this work
would provide a new vision that would help establish a vision for the updated master plan.
Unfortunately, the TAP panel did not find a clear pathway, but did confirm with greater rigor
the trends that had been observed.
Key conclusions were as follows:
-

The largest private employer in the city, Westat, is a key office occupant in the MXE
zone on Research Boulevard. As they are an owner of their own space, they will remain
an “anchor.”

-

Buildings that are in good condition and have a strong set of modern amenities are
being leased by businesses.
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-

Older buildings that do not have such amenities will not lease easily and are likely to be
demolished (e.g., the new retail site) or repurposed (e.g., the new self-storage facility).

-

Vacant sites will not be developed as office space until lease rates become significantly
higher. Specifically, under current conditions, developers will only build new commercial
office space if they have confidence in the ability to lease their office space for at least
$45 per square foot. Currently, the Research Boulevard corridor office space rates are
approximately $28-30 per square foot.

-

There is demand for commercial laboratory space in the region, though development
costs can be high. On a case-by-case basis, when there is an occupant that will commit
to a long-term lease, such space will be developed.

As part of the Rockville 2040 project to update the Comprehensive Master Plan, staff is
currently developing a set of master plan draft policies for review by the public, the Planning
Commission, and the Mayor and Council. Community and business input, as well as the TAP
and interactions with REDI, are key factors for consideration by staff in formulating these
policies. Current thinking would be as follows for those areas currently zoned MXE:
-

The Research Boulevard area should remain focused on employment in office and other
commercial space, with some flexibility 1) to provide amenities that would support this
employment area, and 2) in properties facing Shady Grove Road.

-

The Piccard Drive area should be allowed to evolve with the market. Unlike Research
Boulevard, Piccard Drive is closer to the neighborhood amenities that are in King Farm.
As such, residential development in that area would not be in conflict with other master
plan goals, as long as public facilities can support such growth. However, office uses
would still be encouraged and strengthened, where possible. In fact, one of the fastest
growing companies in Rockville, Zenimax, is located on Piccard Drive.

-

Properties facing Shady Grove Road are appropriate for mixed-use development, which
potentially includes retail, residential and/or office.

-

The planned employment development concept for a suburban office campus and
hotels, typified by the Tower Oaks project, is clearly not building out as originally
envisioned in the 1980s. As such, this area should be permitted to evolve to new uses,
as has occurred with the new EYA residential project. This was made possible by a
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recent amendment approved by the Mayor and Council to the Tower Oaks planned
development.
Historical Background
The construction of the Washington National Pike in the 1950’s (U.S. 240, later I-70S and now I270) opened up that corridor to substantial new development. This coincided with a decision by
the Federal government to begin decentralizing agencies from downtown Washington to the
suburbs in response to the Cold War threats. Among those drawn to the corridor were the
Atomic Energy Commission (now the Department of Energy) to Germantown and the Bureau of
Standards (now NIST) to Gaithersburg. Rockville’s master plans in 1960 and 1970 embraced this
employment potential for both the federal and private sector, establishing areas near
interchanges for “restricted industrial” growth along this corridor. The County’s General Plan
also recommended that the corridor become a major employment and concentrated
development area, and enacted planning and zoning measures to implement that
recommendation.
The employment development of choice at the time was the auto-centric campus-style office,
as well as the research and development (R&D) park. Both the County and City developed
zones that encouraged this type of development, known in both the City and the County as the
I-3 (Industrial Park) Zone. In Rockville, the zone required a five-acre minimum lot area, a
maximum 20-percent building coverage, 100-foot setbacks, and a minimum of 300 feet of
street frontage. This zone did not allow any residential or retail use, with few institutional uses
allowed. Warehouse use was limited to the warehousing of consumer goods.
In the 1960s and 1970’s, the City annexed the areas along both sides of I-270 and along Shady
Grove Road east of I-270, and placed them in the I-3 Zone. This allowed for most of the office
development that occurred in these areas between 1960 and 1990.
Potential Changes to the MXE Zone
The intent clause of the MXE Zone was set forth at the beginning of this report. In order to help
reframe the intent of the zone, the staff suggests that the wording be revised as follows:
Intended for areas that are either currently developed or are recommended for
development primarily for office, light industrial, and industrial park, and similar
employment-generating uses, this zone allows for medium to high density development
of office, retail, and residential uses. A mix of office and residential uses, including
live/work and work/live units, is encouraged.
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Inserting the new language is intended to accentuate the preference for employmentgenerating uses. The reference to work-live units is proposed to be deleted since that term
does not appear in the code.
Maintaining the MXE areas as a major employment center for the city and the local region has
been a continuing goal of the Master Plan. The pre-empting of these employment areas with
uses that generate very little new employment is not consistent with the intent of the plan or
the zone. Accordingly, staff has reviewed the uses allowed in the MXE Zone and suggests some
changes or deletions, as follows:
Commercial/Office Uses
•

Delete Automotive Repair Garage. This is more properly a service industrial type use
and is not a significant employment generator. The use is permitted in the MXB and I-L
zones. There are no repair garages in the MXE-zoned areas currently.

•

Delete Motor Vehicle and Trailer Sales. Auto sales typically occupy large land areas for
vehicle storage and display that could pre-empt other uses that can generate a higher
employment concentration in that same land area. The use is allowed as a conditional
use in the MXCD and MXB zones, and is a permitted use in the I-L zone. There are no
vehicle dealerships in the MXE zone areas currently.

Assembly and Entertainment Uses
•

Delete rental hall for meetings and social occasions. This use typically does not result in
significant full-time employment opportunities. The use is permitted in the MXTD,
MXCD, and MXB zones, and is a conditional use in the MXNC Zone. Note that meeting
and banquet facilities that are included within a hotel are considered accessory to the
primary hotel use and would not be affected by this deletion.

Industrial and Service Uses
•

Delete self-storage warehouse. The use is a conditional use in the MXB, MXE, I-L and I-H
Zones. Self-storage warehouses provide very small employment opportunities, in some
cases having only a resident caretaker. While these uses do attract business customers,
they are primarily intended for residential customers.
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Mayor and Council History
The staff had proposed a zoning text amendment for the MXE Zone which was considered by
the Mayor and Council at the meeting on July 10, 2017. After discussion, the Mayor and Council
decided this topic should be considered in a work session before considering a zoning text
amendment.

Next Steps
If the Mayor and Council determine that a zoning action should be pursued, the staff will draft a
text amendment and bring it before the Mayor and Council for authorization to file, based on
the discussion at the work session.

Attachments
Attachment 4.A.a:
Attachment 4.A.b:
Attachment 4.A.c:
(PDF)

Map of the MXE Zone - June 2017 (PDF)
Zoning Ordinance Article 13, Mixed-Use Zones
(PDF)
ULI Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) Report on Research Boulevard
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Article 13 – Mixed-Use Zones
25.13.01 – Purpose

1. To create high-quality neighborhoods and zones that are attractive and pedestrianoriented;
2. To allow for a mix of different types of land uses in a compatible manner, both
vertically and horizontally;
3. Consistent with the Environmental Guidelines, to ensure the provision of public
spaces that enhance the built environment;
4. To minimize automobile use and maximize the use of public transportation, bicycle,
and pedestrian access within the City;
5. To promote a variety of uses in close proximity to each other in compliance with the
Master Plan’s recommendations;
6. To establish performance standards to ensure that allowed uses will not create a
nuisance for other uses within the same development;
7. To provide standards and guidelines for assuring that the appearance and design
of buildings, structures, and neighborhoods are compatible with existing nearby
buildings and structures, and/or complies with any adopted design guidelines in
the relevant Plan for the area in which the building or structure is to be located;
8. To provide for a variety of residential uses and diverse styles of housing which are
compatible with the intent of each of the Mixed-Use Zones; and
9. To provide for more efficient land use, particularly a development pattern more
flexible in adjusting to market conditions and local growth fluctuations.
b. In order to achieve these purposes, the Mixed-Use Zones permit a variety of uses
within the allowable building envelopes, which can include residential, offices, and
retail sales, and in certain zones light industrial uses.
25.13.02 - Zones Established
To achieve the intent of the recommendations of the Master Plan, each mixed-use zone
contains different sets of standards and requirements to respond to the needs of individual
neighborhoods of the City. These mixed-use zones are listed below, along with a
description of the purpose of each zone.

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

1
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a. The purposes of the Mixed-Use Zones are as follows:

Type of
Zone

Mixed Use

Distinguishing Feature

Name of Zone

Intended for use in areas near Metro stations, it allows for highdensity development of retail, office, and residential uses consistent
with the recommendations of the Plan.

Mixed-Use Transit
District Zone
("MXTD")1

Intended for areas along major highway corridors outside of the
MXTD Zone areas, it allows for medium density development of
retail, office, and residential uses. Because of the nature of highway
corridor areas, the zone provides flexibility in the siting of buildings
relative to major roadways and other site requirements to
accommodate service drives and required parking.

Mixed-Use Corridor
District Zone
("MXCD")

Intended for areas that are either currently developed or are
recommended for development primarily for office, light industrial,
and industrial park uses, this zone allows for medium density
development of office, retail, and residential uses. A mix of office
and residential uses, including live/work and work/live units, is
encouraged.

Mixed-Use
Employment ("MXE")

Intended for areas that are either currently developed or recommended
for development primarily for retail sales, neighborhood services,
home improvement services, and compatible residential development
in areas convenient to both higher-density commercial zones and
single-unit detached residential uses. This zone allows for a range of
densities as determined by the applicable master plan and permits
retail, service, office, and residential uses.

Mixed Use

Intended for sites that are either currently developed or recommended
for development primarily for local retail and service uses in areas
either within or in close proximity to single unit detached residential
uses. This zone allows for low to moderate density development of
retail, service, office, and residential uses. This zone is not intended
to provide for major employment, so office uses are limited.

Mixed-Use Business
("MXB")

Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Commercial
("MXNC")

For purposes of satisfying the requirements of Article 2B, 9-102.1(g) "Rockville license," of the
Annotated Code of Maryland, property within this zone shall be deemed to be within the Rockville Town
Center zone.
1

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

2
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4.A.b

Type of
Zone

Distinguishing Feature

Name of Zone

Intended for sites that are either currently developed or recommended
for development primarily for local retail and service uses in areas
either within or in close proximity to single-unit detached residential
uses. This zone allows for low density development of retail, service,
office, and residential uses. This zone is not intended to provide for
major employment, so office uses are limited.

Mixed-Use
Commercial
(“MXC”)

Intended for areas that are located between moderate or high-density
development and single-unit detached residential neighborhoods. This
zone allows for development of low density multi-unit, attached and
townhouse residential development, and may include other
neighborhood-serving uses.

Mixed-Use Transition
("MXT")

Note: Provisions for development in Planned Development areas are contained in Article 14.

25.13.03 – Land Use Tables
The uses permitted in the Mixed-Use Zones are as shown in the table below. Uses are
subject to applicable conditions of site plan approval. All special exceptions are subject to
the requirements of Article 15.

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

3
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4.A.b

4.A.b

Uses

a. Residential
uses

N

C

C

C

C

P

P

Dwelling, semidetached
(duplex)

N

N

C

P

C

N

P

Dwelling,
townhouse

P

P

P

P

P

N

C

Dwelling,
attached

P

P

P

P

P

N

C

Dwelling,
multiple-unit

P

P

P

P

P

C

C

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

No impact

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Major

S

S

S

S

S

P

S

Adult day care

P

P

P

P

P

P

S

b. Swimming pool,
Accessory

d.
Institution
-al uses

Institution
-al uses
(con’t)

Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Employment Business
Commercial Transition
Commercial
(MXE)
(MXB)
(MXC)
(MXT)
(MXNC)

Dwelling,
single unit
detached

Live/work unit
Personal living
quarters

c. Homebased
business
enterprise

Mixed-Use
Corridor
District
(MXCD)

Charitable or
philanthropic
institution

P

P

P

C

C

C

C

Child care
home

C

C

C

P

P

P

P

Child care
center:
9 – 12 children
More than 12
children

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

Conditional
requirements or
related
regulations
Conditional use
subject to the
requirements of
Sec. 25.13.04.a.
Conditional use
subject to the
requirements of
Sec. 25.13.04.a.
Conditional use
subject to the
requirements of
Sec. 25.13.04.a.
Conditional use
density must not
exceed 6
dwelling units
per acre
Conditional use
subject to the
requirements of
Sec. 25.13.04.a.

See Sec.
25.09.07b.
See Secs.
25.09.07c and
25.15.02.h
Conditional uses
must not exceed
5,000 sq. ft. of
gross floor area
Conditional use
permitted only in
single-unit
detached
dwelling

4
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Zones
Mixed-Use
Transit
District
(MXTD)

4.A.b

Uses

Educational
institution,
private
Housing for
senior adults
and persons
with disabilities
Library,
museum, and
art gallery or
studio

e. Medical
services

Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Employment Business
Commercial Transition
Commercial
(MXE)
(MXB)
(MXC)
(MXT)
(MXNC)

P

P

P

P

S

P

S

See Sec.
25.15.02.g

P

P

P

S

P

S

S

Special exception
subject to Sec.
25.15.02.j

P

P

P

P

C

C

C

Nursing home

N

P

P

S

S

N

S

Place of
worship

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Ambulance
service

N

P

P

C

C

C

N

Hospital

S

S

P

S

S

N

N

Veterinary
office and/or
animal hospital

P

P

P

P

C

P

C

Kennel

N

N

C

N

N

N

N

Private club

P

P

P

P

S

N

S

f.
Miscellaneous uses

Miscellaneous uses
(con’t)

Conditional
requirements or
related
regulations

Mixed-Use
Corridor
District
(MXCD)

Public utility
building and
structure

P

P

P

P

P

P

C

Publicly-owned
or publiclyoperated
building and
use, excluding
sanitary landfill

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Conditional uses
must not exceed
5,000 sq. ft. of
gross floor area
Special exception
subject to Sec.
25.15.02.i

Conditional use
must not adjoin
or confront
residential uses
Special exception
subject to Sec.
25.15.02.i
Conditional uses
must not exceed
2,500 sq. ft. of
gross floor area.
Conditional use
must not have
outside runs
Conditional uses
in buildings must
have a residential
appearance and
comply with the
height, bulk and
setback
requirements of
the relevant zone

6-6-11
City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

5
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Zones
Mixed-Use
Transit
District
(MXTD)

4.A.b

Uses

g.
Temporary uses

h.
Commercial,
office, and
industrial
uses

Wireless
communication
facility entirely
within an
existing
building or on
the roof or side
of a building, or
attached to an
existing
structure
Wireless
communication
freestanding
ground
mounted
antenna support
structure
Temporary
building or yard
for construction
materials or
equipment
Portable
Storage Units
Temporary
office or model
home
Christmas tree
sales
Sale of Garden
produce
Temporary
carnival, flea
market, or local
festival

Mixed-Use
Corridor
District
(MXCD)

Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Employment Business
Commercial Transition
Commercial
(MXE)
(MXB)
(MXC)
(MXT)
(MXNC)

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

N

N

C

N

Conditional
requirements or
related
regulations

Conditional use
subject to the
requirements of
Sec. 25.09.08

See Sec.
25.09.08 and
25.15.02.s

Conditional use
subject to the
requirements of
Sec. 25.09.04

Retail sales and services:

Alcoholic
beverages for
consumption
off the premises

P

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

P

P

N

C

C1

C

For conditional
use, tenant area
limited to 5,000
sq. ft. of gross
floor area

6
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Zones
Mixed-Use
Transit
District
(MXTD)

4.A.b

Uses

Alcoholic
beverages for
consumption on
the premises of
any restaurant

Commercial,
office, and
industrial
uses
(con’t)

Mixed-Use
Corridor
District
(MXCD)

P

P

Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Employment Business
Commercial Transition
Commercial
(MXE)
(MXB)
(MXC)
(MXT)
(MXNC)

P

P

P

P

P

Auctioneer and
commercial
gallery

P

P

P

P

C

C

C

Boats and
marine supplies

N

C

C

C

N

N

N

Business
equipment sales
and service

P

P

P

P

N

P

N

Consumable
goods to be
used in the
home

P

P

P

P

P

P

C

Drug store with
drive-through

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Durable goods
to be used in the
home

P

P

P

P

P

C

N

Flowers, except
from outdoor
garden or
greenhouse

P

P

P

P

P

C

C

Funeral home

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Garden supplies
Home
improvement
service

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

N

N

P

P

N

N

N

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

Conditional
requirements or
related
regulations

For conditional
use, tenant area
limited to 2,500
sq. ft. of gross
floor area
For conditional
use, all sales and
storage must be
indoors

Conditional uses
limited to 2,500
sq. ft. of gross
floor area for
each tenant, other
than a grocery
store or drug
store
See Sec.
25.13.04.c
For conditional
use, tenant area is
limited to 2,500
sq. ft. of gross
floor area
For conditional
use, tenant area is
limited to 2,500
sq. ft. of gross
floor area
Cremations
permitted only
where existing as
of March 16,
2009
Indoor sales only
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Zones
Mixed-Use
Transit
District
(MXTD)

4.A.b

Mixed-Use
Corridor
District
(MXCD)

Home
maintenance
services

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Mobile uses

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

P

P

N

N

C

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

N
N

P
P

P
P

P
P

P
P

P
N

P
N

Uses

Multiple
product range
retail store
(department
store)
Personal care
facility
Personal
Services Office
Pet grooming
Pet Sales

Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Employment Business
Commercial Transition
Commercial
(MXE)
(MXB)
(MXC)
(MXT)
(MXNC)

Public
transportation
station

P

P

P

C

C

C

C

Repair of
household
appliances, inc’l
home electronic
equipment

P

P

P

P

P

P

N

Taxicab service

N

N

S

P

N

N

N

Wearing
apparel and
related
accessories

P

P

P

P

P

C

C

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Conditional
requirements or
related
regulations

See Sec.
25.09.04.d.5
Conditional use
limited to a
maximum of
25,000 sq. ft. of
gross floor area.

Conditional use
must comply
with any
recommendations
of the Plan

Special exception
subject to Sec.
25.15.02.q
Conditional uses
limited to 2,500
sq. ft. of gross
floor area for
each tenant

Wearing
apparel services
Commercial,
office, and
industrial
uses
(con’t)

Food Services:

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13
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Zones
Mixed-Use
Transit
District
(MXTD)

4.A.b

Uses

Ancillary
restaurant

Carry-out
Caterer, no
seating
Restaurant, no
drive-through

Restaurant with
drive-through

Mixed-Use
Corridor
District
(MXCD)

Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Employment Business
Commercial Transition
Commercial
(MXE)
(MXB)
(MXC)
(MXT)
(MXNC)

P

P

P

N

N

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

N

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

N

S

C

S

N

S

Conditional
requirements or
related
regulations
Use cannot
exceed 5% of the
total gross floor
area of the
building. No
drive-through or
walk-up service
is permitted. The
bar patron area
cannot exceed
10% of the total
patron use area.

N

Special exception
subject to Sec.
25.15.02.c
Conditional use
subject to the
requirements of
Sec. 25.13.04.e.

Conditional use
allowed if
located in a
basement or
cellar

Office Uses:
Archival
Record Storage
Bank or
financial
institution
Bank or
financial
institution with
drive/through

N

N

P

P

C

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Duplicating
service

P

P

P

P

P

C

C

Medical or
dental
laboratory

P

P

P

P

C

N

N

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

Conditional use
subject to the
requirements of
Sec. 25.13.04.c
Conditional uses
limited to 2,500
sq. ft. of gross
floor area
Conditional use
allowed if
located in a
basement or
cellar
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Zones
Mixed-Use
Transit
District
(MXTD)

4.A.b

Uses

Mixed-Use
Corridor
District
(MXCD)

Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Employment Business
Commercial Transition
Commercial
(MXE)
(MXB)
(MXC)
(MXT)
(MXNC)

N

N

P

P

N

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

N

N

S

S

S

N

S

S

N

N

P

P

P

N

N

N

P

P

P

P

N

P

N

N

N

P

P

N

N

N

N

P

P

N

N

N

N

N3

C

C

C

N

N

N

Conditional
requirements or
related
regulations

Non-medical
research
laboratory

Office
including
P
medical and
professional
Motor vehicle services:
Automobile
parts sales; no
installation or
N
service

Commercial,
office, and
industrial
uses
(con't)

Automobile
filling station
(Class I and II)
Automobile
fluid
maintenance
station
Automobile
rental
Automotive
repair garage
Mechanical car
wash
Motor vehicle
and trailer sales,
excluding
trucks and
trailers
exceeding
three-fourthston capacity,,
including new
and
reconditioned
parts and
accessories and
service
incidental
thereto.2

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

See Sec.
25.15.02.c

See footnote 2
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Zones
Mixed-Use
Transit
District
(MXTD)

4.A.b

Uses

Motor vehicle
towing service,
without storage
on the premises
Tires, batteries
and accessory
sales, including
service
incidental
thereto.
Parking facilities:

i.
Assembly
and
entertainment

Mixed-Use
Corridor
District
(MXCD)

Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Employment Business
Commercial Transition
Commercial
(MXE)
(MXB)
(MXC)
(MXT)
(MXNC)

N

N

N

P

N

N

N

N

N

P

C

N

N

C

Commercial
parking facility

C

C

C

C

N

N

N

Health and
fitness
establishment

P

P

P

P

C

C

C

P

P

P

P

S

N

N

Hotel
Indoor
entertainment
establishment,
commercial,
except shooting
gallery
Outdoor
recreational
establishment,
commercial,
except shooting
gallery
Recreational
establishment,
indoor,
commercial,
except shooting
gallery

P

P

P

P

C

N

N

S

S

S

N

S

N

N

N

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

P

P

P

C

N

Conditional
requirements or
related
regulations

N

Conditional use
subject to the
requirements of
Sec. 25.13.04.d
Conditional use
limited to 4,000
gross square feet
of floor area. No
floor area limit if
located in a
basement of
cellar

Conditional use
subject to a Level
2 Site Plan
Review

Conditional use
allowed if
located in a
basement or
cellar
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Zones
Mixed-Use
Transit
District
(MXTD)

4.A.b

Uses

j.
Industrial
and
service
uses

Mixed-Use
Corridor
District
(MXCD)

Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Mixed-Use Mixed-Use
Neighborhood
Employment Business
Commercial Transition
Commercial
(MXE)
(MXB)
(MXC)
(MXT)
(MXNC)

Rental hall for
meetings and
social occasions

P

P

P

P

C

N

N

Shooting
gallery

N

N

S

N

N

N

N

Sports facility,
multi-purpose,
indoor
commercial

P

P

P

P

C

N

N

Theater,
including
dinner theater

P

P

P

P

P

N

N

Light industrial
use

N

N

P

N

N

N

N

Service
industrial use

N

N

P

C

N

N

N

Warehouse, selfstorage

N

N

C

C

N

N

N

Conditional
requirements or
related
regulations
Conditional uses
limited to a
maximum of
4,000 square feet
of gross floor
area. No floor
area limit if
located in a
basement of
cellar

Conditional use
allowed if
located in a
basement or
cellar

Conditional use
must not adjoin or
confront single-unit
dwellings
Not permitted on a
lot within 250 feet
of any lot on which
a public school is
located.
In the MXB Zone,
must not adjoin or
confront single-unit
dwellings.

Key: P = Permitted Use; C = Conditional Use; S = Special Exception; N = Not Permitted
1Conditional

use in the MXC Zone is not permitted when adjoining a residential zone.

2 Special

provisions for motor vehicle and trailer sales:
a. All buildings, off-street parking and loading areas and all outdoor storage and display of motor vehicles must
be set back 50 feet from any adjoining or abutting land classified in a residential zone. Where the Plan
recommends a setback from a public street greater than the minimum required, the Plan takes precedence.
b. The storage of waste material, auto parts, refuse and motor vehicles is prohibited in any required setback area.
c. The requirement for providing public use space may be met in whole or in part through the fee-in-lieu process
as set forth in Article 17.

3

Except that new and/or expanded motor vehicle and trailer sales including new and reconditioned parts and
accessories and service incidental thereto are permitted on those properties on which such uses are located as of
March 16, 2009

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13
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Zones
Mixed-Use
Transit
District
(MXTD)

4.A.b

a. Residential – Where residential uses are permitted as conditional uses in a Mixed- Use
Zone, other than the MXC Zone, they are only allowed in those areas of the zone
recommended for such use in the Plan. The Planning Commission in approving such
conditional uses shall establish such development standards as deemed necessary to
render such uses suitable and compatible with the surrounding uses and in accordance
with the intent of the Plan. In the Mixed-Use Commercial (MXC) Zone, multiple-unit
dwellings are not permitted at the ground floor level.
b. Drug Store with Drive-Through Service Window – In the MXTD Zone, the drive-through
must be incorporated and enclosed within a building or structure. In the other zones
where allowed, the drive-through must be arranged so as to not obstruct traffic
circulation within the site. Sufficient reservoir spaces must be provided and must be
located so as not to obstruct vehicle or pedestrian circulation or parking within the site
or accessing the site.
c.

Banks and Financial Institutions with Drive-Through – In the MXTD Zone, the drivethrough must be incorporated and enclosed within a building or structure. In the other
zones where allowed, the drive-through must be arranged so as to not obstruct traffic
circulation within the site. Sufficient reservoir spaces must be provided and must be
located so as not to obstruct vehicle or pedestrian circulation or parking within the site
or accessing the site.

d. Commercial Parking Facility – A commercial Parking Facility is only permitted in the
form of a parking structure. At least 75 percent of the ground level floor street
frontage must be devoted to commercial uses.

e.

Restaurant with Drive-Through Window in the MXE Zone:
The use must be located on a site that has frontage on and access to a major arterial
roadway at the front lot line.

25.13.05 –Development Standards
a. Build-To Lines – Where a build-to line established in the Plan is required, at least 70
percent of the length of the building wall facing that line must be set at the build-to
line. Development must also comply with the building restriction line provisions set
forth in Sec. 25.17.08
b. Development Standards
1. The following table sets forth the development standards for each of the Mixed-Use
Zones:

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13
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25.13.04 – Special Regulations for Conditional Uses

Zone

Maximum
Height
2
(in feet)

MXTD

120

MXCD

75

MXE

120

MXB

55

Open Area and
3
Public Use Space
Total
Public
open area
use
required
space
required
within
open
area

Minimum
width at
front lot
line
(in feet)

Setbacks
Public
right-ofway
abutting

Side

Special
Regulations
Rear

Residential
land
abutting

Nonresidential
1
land abutting

Residential
land
abutting

Nonresidential
land
abutting
None.
10’ min.
if provided

10%
(15% if
residential
dwellings
are
provided
For sites
<20,000
sq. ft.10%
For
sites’20,000
sq. ft. or
more
15%
20%

10%

10

None

25’ or height
of building,
whichever is
greater

None.
10’ min.
if provided

25’ or height
of building,
whichever is
greater

5%

10

None

25’ or height
of building,
whichever is
greater

None
required.
10’ min.
if provided

25’ or height
of building,
whichever is
greater

None
required.
10’ min.
if provided

See Sec.
25.13.05.b.2(a)
and
25.13.05.b.2(d)

5%

10

See Sec.
25.13.05.b.2(d)

10

25’ or ½
height of
building,
whichever is
greater
25’ or height
of building,
whichever is
greater

None
required.
10’ min.
if provided

-

25’ or ½
height of
building,
whichever is
greater
25’ or height
of building,
whichever is
greater

None
required.
10’ min.
if provided

For sites
<20,000
sq. ft.10%
For
sites’20,000
sq. ft. or
more
10%

None
required.
10’ min.
if
provided
None
required.
10’ min.
if
provided

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13

See Sec.
25.13.05.b.2(a)
and
25.13.05.b.2(d)

10%

5%

None
required.
10’ min. if
provided

14

None
required.
10’ min. if
provided
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4.A.b

Zone

Maximum
Height
2
(in feet)

4

Open Area and
3
Public Use Space
Total
Public
open area
use
required
space
required
within
open
area
For sites
<20,000
sq. ft.10%
For
5%
sites’20,000
sq. ft. or
more
10%

MXNC

45

MXC

30

10%

MXT

35

10%

1Nonresidential
2Height

Minimum
width at
front lot
line
(in feet)

Setbacks
Public
right-ofway
abutting

Side
Residential
land
abutting

Nonresidential
1
land abutting

Special
Regulations
Rear
Residential
Nonland
Residential
abutting
Land
abutting

10

None
required.
10’ min.
if
provided

25’ or height
of building,
whichever is
greater

None
required.
10’ min. if
provided

25’ or height
of building,
whichever is
greater

None
required.
10’ min. if
provided

-

10

15

15’

-

10

10

10

None
required.
10’ min. if
provided
None

25’ or height
of building,
whichever is
greater
20’

None
required.
10’ min. if
provided
None
required.
10’ min. if
provided

See Sec.
25.13.05.b.2(d)

Land Abutting Side Setback – This term also includes multi-unit residential uses with a height of 45 feet or greater

is subject to the provisions of Section 25.13.05.b.2, below.

3Where

the applicable master plan makes specific recommendations on the provision of amenity area and public use space requirements, the master plan
recommendation must be taken into consideration by the approving authority when reviewing a development project.

4Open

area and public use space requirements for development above 45 feet are shown in Sec. 25.13.05.b.2(c).

09-20-10
City of Rockville, Maryland
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4.A.b

4.A.b

2. Building Height

Attachment 4.A.b: Zoning Ordinance Article 13, Mixed-Use Zones (1780 : Mixed-Use Employment Zone)

(a) MXTD Zone –
i. Building facades should have a range of heights of between 45 feet and 65
feet at the street. Additional height up to 120 feet at the street may be
allowed where recommended by the Plan or where approved by the Mayor
and Council as part of a Project Plan under Section 25.07.07. Building
facades that exceed 250 feet in length should vary the façade height by at
least ten feet (10’) for some distance along the length of the facade in order
to avoid a monotonous, monolithic appearance.
ii. Where recommended in the Plan, or if approved by the Mayor and Council
as part of a Project Plan approval in accordance with Section 25.07.07,
building height may be increased beyond 120 feet up to 150 feet under the
following conditions:
A. The public use space requirement must be provided on the site;
B. The building footprint cannot occupy more than 80% of the net lot area;
C. The building design exceeds the urban design recommendations of the
applicable Master Plan; and
D. The building must exceed any energy conservation standards set forth
in this Code.
(b) MXCD Zone– Building facades should have a range of heights of between 35
and 50 feet at the street. Additional height up to 75 feet at the street may be
allowed where recommended by the Plan or where approved by the Mayor and
Council or Planning Commission as part of a Project Plan or site plan under
Section 25.07.06 or Section 25.07.05 as applicable. Building facades that exceed
250 feet in length should vary the façade height by at least ten feet (10’) for
some distance along the length of the facade in order to avoid a monotonous,
monolithic appearance.
(c) MXNC Zone - Building height may be increased up to 65 feet when found
suitable in accordance with the Plan. If the Plan makes no other
recommendation, development between 45 feet and 65 feet must provide 15
percent open area, of which 10 percent must be public use space.
(d) Layback Slope – In addition to the height limits set forth in this Article 13,
building height cannot penetrate a layback slope line of 30 degrees, beginning
from the closest ground point of the lot line of any property in any residential
zone where single unit detached, semi-detached, attached, or townhouse
development exists or such development is recommended in the Plan, without
regard to intervening roads or other transportation facilities as shown in
Figure 13.1. This layback slope requirement does not apply to
i. Areas adjacent to the MXT Zone;
City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13
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ii. Nonresidential historic sites in the Mixed Use Zones;
iii. Sites in Single Unit Detached Residential zones developed or
recommended for non residential uses;
Areas adjacent to Metro rapid transit or railroad right of way

Attachment 4.A.b: Zoning Ordinance Article 13, Mixed-Use Zones (1780 : Mixed-Use Employment Zone)

iv.

v. Areas within a PD Zone; or
vi. Areas adjacent to the MXC Zone.

Property Line or
Right-of-Way Line

Single unit detached, semidetached, attached or
townhouse development

Figure 13.1- Layback Slope Example
c.

Other Standards and Requirements for New Development or Redevelopment
1. Conversion of Space - Areas of a building originally designed for commercial or
office use are encouraged to be designed to accommodate the conversion of the
space to residential uses.
2. Entryways - Areas of a building originally designed for residential use at the
ground floor level, having individual entries to the units, should have the entry
from the ground level raised at least two (2) feet, or have another form of
demarcation between the public sidewalk and the private entry. In order to be
readily convertible to retail space, such areas must have a minimum ceiling height
of 15 feet.
3. Access - Areas of a building intended for nonresidential uses must not have any
access to areas of the building used for residential purposes. The residential areas
must have their own private entries.
4. Moderately Priced Dwelling Unit Ordinance Compliance - Any development that
includes residential units must comply with the Moderately Priced Dwelling Unit
requirements of Chapter 13.5 of the Code.

City of Rockville, Maryland
Zoning Ordinance – Article 13
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5. Public Use Space - In the Mixed-Use Zones, public use space shall be provided
consistent with the provisions of Section 25.17.01.

Attachment 4.A.b: Zoning Ordinance Article 13, Mixed-Use Zones (1780 : Mixed-Use Employment Zone)

6. Floor Area Limitation – Retail commercial uses by a single tenant cannot occupy
more than 65,000 square feet of floor area at the ground level. This limit only
applies to the ground area footprint, and does not limit additional floors devoted to
the single tenant so long as each of the additional floors does not exceed 65,000
square feet.
25.13.06 – Additional Design Guidelines
a. Purpose. It is the purpose of this section to establish guidelines that will promote the
highest quality of development in the Mixed Use Zones. New development or
redevelopment should be consistent with the intent and purpose of the following
guidelines.
b. Aesthetic and Visual Characteristics for All Zones
1. Facades and Exterior Walls Including Sides and Backs – Buildings should be
designed in a way that avoids massive scale and uniform and impersonal
appearance and that will provide visual interest consistent with the community's
identity, character, and scale. It is recommended that building walls greater than
100 feet long include projections, recessions, or other treatments sufficient to
reduce the unbroken massing of the façade along all sides of the building facing
public streets.
(a) Along any public street frontage building, design should include windows,
arcades, awnings or other acceptable features along at least 60 percent of the
building length. Arcades and other weather protection features must be of
sufficient depth and height to provide a light-filled and open space along the
building frontage. Architectural treatment, similar to that provided to the
front facade must be provided to the sides and rear of the building to mitigate
any negative view from any location off-site and any public area (e.g. parking
lots, walkways, etc.) on site.
(b) Buildings should include architectural features that contribute to visual
interest at the pedestrian scale and reduce the massive aesthetic effect by
breaking up the building wall along those sides fronting on public streets with
color, texture change, wall offsets, reveals, or projecting ribs.
2.

Roofs – Roof design should provide variations in rooflines where appropriate and
add interest to, and reduce the massive scale of, large buildings. Roof features
should complement the architectural and visual character of adjoining
neighborhoods. Roofs should include two (2) or more roof planes. Parapet walls
should be architecturally treated to avoid a plain, monotonous look. For energysaving purposes, roof design should also include a light color surface or be planted
with vegetation.

3.

Materials and Color
(a) General Provisions - Buildings should have exterior building materials and
colors that are compatible with materials and colors that are used in adjoining

City of Rockville, Maryland
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neighborhoods. Certain types of colors should be avoided such as fluorescent or
metallic, although brighter colors may be considered at the discretion of the
Planning Commission.

Attachment 4.A.b: Zoning Ordinance Article 13, Mixed-Use Zones (1780 : Mixed-Use Employment Zone)

(b) Materials Not Desired - Construction materials such as tilt-up concrete,
smooth-faced concrete block, prefabricated steel panels, and other similar
materials should be avoided unless the exterior surface is covered.
4. Items Allowed Not Facing a Public Street - The following items are only allowed
either on sides not facing a public street or in the rear yard:
(a) Window and wall air conditioners;
(b) Electric utility meters;
(c) Air conditioning compressors; and
(d) Irrigation and pool pumps;
This provision does not apply to single-unit detached, semi-detached, attached or
townhouse dwellings that may be located in a Mixed-Use Zone.
5. Entryways – Building design must include design elements which clearly indicate
to customers where the entrances are located and which add aesthetically pleasing
character to buildings by providing highly visible customer entrances.
6. Screening of Mechanical Equipment – Mechanical equipment must be screened to
mitigate noise and views in all directions. If roof-mounted, the screen must be
designed to conform architecturally to the design of the building either with
varying roof planes or with parapet walls. A wood fence or similar treatment is not
acceptable.
c.

Site Design and Relationship to Surrounding Community
1.

Vehicular Access – In the MXTD, MXCD, and MXE zones, each site must provide
safety and protection to adjacent residential uses by having motor vehicle access
only from an arterial, major, or business district road as designated in the Plan.

2.

Buffers – Each site must provide visual and noise buffers to nearby residential
uses. This can be accomplished by providing a substantial building setback from a
residential use or residentially zoned property that is adjacent to the site. A
landscape buffer of substantial width should be provided adjacent to any property
line where it adjoins residential uses or zones. The landscape buffer should include
a variety of tree types at regular intervals with groupings of trees to provide noise,
light, and visual screening. No other uses, such as, but not limited to, parking or
storage, are permitted within the buffer area.

3.

Outdoor Sales and Storage
(a) General Standards - Areas for outdoor sales of products may be permitted if
they are extensions of the sales floor into which patrons are allowed free access.
Such areas must be incorporated into the overall design of the building and

City of Rockville, Maryland
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landscaping and must be permanently defined and screened with walls and/or
fences. Materials, colors, and design of screening walls and/or fences shall
conform to those used as predominant materials and colors on the building. If
such areas are to be covered, then the covering shall be similar in materials
and colors to those that are predominantly used on the building facade.
Outdoor sales areas shall be considered as part of the gross floor area of the
retail establishment, except for motor vehicle and trailer sales.
(b) Prohibition of Certain Sales and Storage - Outdoor storage of products in an
area where customers are not permitted is prohibited. This prohibition includes
outdoor storage sheds and containers. Outdoor storage of motor vehicles in
connection with a motor vehicle sales business is allowed.
4.

Trash Recycling, Waste Oil/Grease Collection Area
(a) Location - Trash, recycling, and waste oil/grease collection areas must be
located at least 50 feet from any residential use, residentially zoned property,
or street that is adjacent to the site, unless such operations are located entirely
within an enclosed building or underground. All such areas must be properly
covered or secured.
(b) Screening - All trash recycling, and waste oil/grease collection areas that are
not within an enclosed building or underground must be properly secured and
covered and screened or recessed so that they are not visible from public
streets, public sidewalks, internal pedestrian walkways, or adjacent residential
properties. Screening and landscaping of these areas must conform to the
predominant materials used on the site.

5.

Parking Lots and Structures
(a) Parking Area Standards - Parking areas must provide safe, convenient, and
efficient access. They should be distributed around large buildings in order to
shorten the distance to other buildings and public sidewalks, and to reduce the
overall scale of the paved surface. Landscaping should be used to define
parking areas, primary vehicular drives, and pedestrian areas in an
aesthetically and environmentally pleasing manner.
(b) Parking Structure Appearance - Parking structure facades should achieve the
same high quality design and appearance as the buildings they serve. The
parking structures’ utilitarian appearance should be minimized by utilizing
effective design treatments such as colonnades, planted (“green”) walls,
arcades, awnings, street furniture and other public amenities. Compatible
materials, coordinated landscaping and screening, appropriate building color,
sensitive lighting, and signage should all be considered for garage facades.

6.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Flows – Each site must provide for pedestrian accessibility,
safety, and convenience to reduce traffic impacts and enable the development of the
project. Continuous internal pedestrian walkways, no less than six feet (6’) in
width should be provided from the public sidewalk or right-of-way to the principal
customer entrance of all principal buildings on the site. Sidewalks should also
connect retail uses to transit stops on or off-site and to nearby residential
neighborhoods. Sidewalks should be provided along the full length of any building
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7.

Central Features and Community Spaces – Development should provide attractive
and inviting pedestrian scale features, spaces, and amenities. Entrances and
parking lot locations shall be functional and inviting with walkways conveniently
tied to logical destinations. Bus stops should be considered integral parts of the
configuration whether they are located on-site or along the street. Customer dropoff/pick-up points that may be provided should also be integrated into the design
and should not conflict with traffic lanes or pedestrian paths. Special design
features such as towers, arcades, porticos, light fixtures, planter walls, seating
areas, and other architectural features that define circulation paths and outdoor
spaces should anchor pedestrian ways. Examples are outdoor plazas, patios,
courtyards, and window shopping areas. Each development should have at least
two (2) of these areas.

8.

Delivery and Loading Spaces, Hours of Operation
(a) Design - Delivery and loading operations must be designed in accordance with
the provisions of Article 16 and located so as to mitigate visual and noise
impacts to adjoining residential neighborhoods. If there is a residential use or
residentially zoned property adjacent to the site, such operations must not be
permitted between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. For good cause shown, the Planning
Commission may permit deliveries at additional times provided the applicant
submits evidence that sound barriers between all areas for such operations
effectively reduce emissions to a level of 55 dB or less, as measured at the lot
line of any adjoining property. Delivery and loading areas should be
substantially set back from a residential use or residentially zoned property
that is adjacent to the site. A landscape buffer of substantial width should be
provided adjacent to the delivery and loading area where it adjoins residential
uses or zones. The landscape buffer should include evergreen shrubs and/or
trees plus deciduous canopy trees at regular intervals, as appropriate, to
provide light, and visual screening. If the delivery and loading spaces are
located within an enclosed building or underground, no such setback and buffer
area shall be required.
(b) Parking of Delivery Trucks - Delivery trucks must not be parked in close
proximity to or within a designated delivery or loading area during nondelivery hours with motor and/or refrigerators/generators running, unless the
area where the trucks are parked is set back at least 50 feet from residential
property to mitigate the truck noise.
(c) Screening - The delivery and loading areas should be screened or enclosed so
that they are not visible from public streets, public sidewalks, internal
pedestrian walkways, or adjacent properties. The screen must be of masonry or
other suitable opaque material and at least ten feet (10’) high, measured from
the loading dock floor elevation, to screen the noise and activity at the loading
dock.

9.

Ancillary Uses – The applicant must demonstrate that any ancillary uses will not
have negative impacts on adjacent residential uses, residentially zoned properties,
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where it adjoins a parking lot. On-site bicycle travel must be provided in
accordance with Section 25.16.06.

4.A.b

10. Noise Abatement – A noise mitigation plan must be provided that indicates how the
noise initiated by the land use will be mitigated to comply with noise regulations
applicable in the City of Rockville. This includes compliance with the noise
regulations set forth in Chapter 31B of the Montgomery County Code.
11. Outdoor Lighting – Outdoor lighting shall be in conformance with the
Landscaping, Screening and Lighting manual.
12. Landscaping – Landscaping shall be in conformance with the Landscaping
Screening and Lighting manual.
25.13.07 – Special Design Regulations for Individual Mixed-Use Zones
a. Mixed-Use Transit District Zone (MXTD) – The MXTD Zone is intended to foster the
implementation of the relevant Master Plan recommendations for areas in close
proximity to the Metro rail stations.
1. Building Location – In order to meet the intent of the Master Plan, buildings in the
MXTD Zone should be located at the front property line(s), including corner lots, or
the build-to line where established by the Plan. Access to the rear, if required,
should be via alleys. If access is required from the front, the driveway entry should
be a portal penetrating the façade of the building. The continuity of the building
façade must be maintained above the drive entry.
2. Uses by Floor – The ground floor must contain retail or public-related service uses
along those streets designated in the Master Plan as major pedestrian spines.
Ground floor retail is the preferred use along other streets, but is not required.
The ground floor should normally have a ceiling height of at least 15 feet. At the
time of site plan review or Project Plan review, the Approving Authority may
consider a lower ceiling height if appropriate in the particular circumstance. The
upper floors may be additional retail, office, residential, or a combination of uses.
If the building contains only residential units, the ground floor may consist of
residential units, but should be designed to facilitate conversion to retail or other
commercial uses.
3. Facade – The façade design must be consistent with the standards set forth in
subsection 25.13.05.b.2(a). Where the façade height exceeds 35 feet, the façade
should include an expression line above the first floor level and a defined cornice
line at the top of the façade wall.
4. Fenestration – Generally, fenestration of the stories above the ground floor should
be by individual framed windows. Continuous strip windows may be allowed by
the Planning Commission if they are used to maintain compatibility with existing
contiguous projects.
5. Sidewalks – Where sidewalks must be built new or rebuilt as part of
redevelopment, they should comply with the provisions of Section 25.17.05.
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or adjacent properties. Any ancillary use should be oriented to face away from any
residential use or residentially zoned property that is adjacent to the site.

6. Parking – On-site parking must be provided in accordance with the requirements
of Article 16. Parking must be located to the side or in the rear of the buildings
unless ground floor retail is provided, in which case limited parking may be
allowed in the front to serve the retail uses. Structured parking, either above or
below grade, is preferred. Any parking structure facades visible from the street or
a transitway must be treated in the same manner as the primary building facades.
All parking must be screened to prevent vehicle headlights from shining into
adjoining residential properties.
b. Mixed-Use Corridor District Zone (MXCD) – This zone is intended for areas along
major highway corridors in areas near the MXTD Zone. It allows for moderate density
development of retail, office, service, and residential uses. Because of the nature of the
locations where it is applied, the zone provides some flexibility in the siting of buildings
relative to major highways to accommodate service drives and required parking.
1. Building Location – In order to meet the intent of the Plan, buildings in the MXCD
Zone should be located at the front property line or the build-to line where
established by the Plan. Access should be to the rear, via alleys with access from
the side street(s).
2. Uses by Floor – The ground floor must contain retail or service uses dealing directly
with the public along those streets designated in the Plan as major pedestrian
spines. Ground floor retail is the preferred use along other streets, but is not
required. The ground floor should normally have a ceiling height of at least 15 feet.
At the time of site plan review or Project Plan review, the Approving Authority
may consider a lower ceiling height if appropriate in the particular circumstance.
The upper floors may be additional commercial, residential, or a combination of
uses. If the building contains only residential units, the ground floor may consist
of residential units, but should be designed to facilitate conversion to retail or other
commercial uses.
3. Facades – The façade design must be consistent with the standards set forth in
subsection 25.13.05.b.2(b). Where the façade height exceeds 35 feet, the façade
should include an expression line above the first floor level and a defined cornice
line at the top of the façade wall.
4. Fenestration - Generally, fenestration of the stories above the ground floor should
be by framed individual windows. Continuous strip windows may be allowed by
the Planning Commission if they are used to maintain compatibility with existing
contiguous projects.
5. Sidewalks – Where sidewalks must be built new or rebuilt as part of
redevelopment, they should comply with the provisions of Section 25.17.05.
6. Parking – On-site parking must comply with the standards and requirements of
Article 16. Most parking should be located to the side or in the rear of the
buildings. Structured parking, either above or below grade, is preferred. Any
parking structure facades visible from the street or a transitway must be treated in
a similar manner as the primary building facades. All parking at the sides or rear
must be screened to prevent vehicle headlights from shining into adjoining
residential properties.
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Mixed-Use Employment Zone (MXE) – This zone is intended for areas that are either
currently developed or are recommended for development primarily for office and
industrial park uses.
1. Building Location – Where recommended by the Plan, buildings in the MXE Zone
should be located close to the front property line or at a build-to line (vis-à-vis, a
service drive) where established by the Plan.
2. Uses by Floor – The ground floor may contain retail and other commercial uses
along those streets designated in the Plan as major pedestrian spines. The upper
floors may be additional retail, office, residential, or a combination of uses.
3. Façade – Along the front lot line, the building façade is normally a minimum of 20
feet high. Building facades taller than 35 feet should generally include an
expression line at the first floor level, and a defined cornice line at the top of the
façade wall.
4. Sidewalks – Where sidewalks must be built new or rebuilt as part of
redevelopment, they should comply with the provisions of Section 25.17.05.
5. Parking – On-site parking must comply with the standards and requirements of
Article 16. Most parking should be located to the side or in the rear of the
buildings. Structured parking, either above or below grade, is preferred. Any
parking structure facades visible from the street or a transitway must be treated in
a similar manner as the primary building facades. All parking must be screened to
prevent vehicle headlights from shining into adjoining residential properties.
6. Special Regulations for Residential Development in the MXE Zone
(a) Residential uses may be allowed in those areas recommended for such uses in
the relevant Plan, or where the Mayor and Council or the Planning
Commission, as the case may be, determines that the use is compatible with
adjoining and confronting uses by means of landscaping, screening, or other
measures. In this case, residential development is limited to townhouses,
multi-unit, or live-work units. Ground floor retail uses primarily intended to
serve the residents may be included.
(b) Residential uses are permitted in buildings containing principally office uses,
but are limited to no more than 20 percent of the gross floor area.
(c) In order to maintain compatibility, residential uses other than live-work units
are not permitted in buildings that house primarily service industrial or other
primarily industrial uses.

d. Mixed-Use Business Zone (MXB) – Except as may be otherwise determined by the Plan,
this zone is intended for areas that are either currently developed or recommended for
development primarily for community business and retail services.
1. Building Location – Buildings in the MXB Zone should be located at or close to the
front property line or the build-to line where required by the Master Plan.
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Uses by Floor - The ground floor must contain commercial or service uses. The
upper floors may be additional commercial, residential, or a combination of uses. If
the building contains only residential units, the ground floor may consist of
residential units, but should be designed to facilitate conversion to retail or other
commercial uses. This provision does not apply where the applicable Master Plan
recommends residential uses only.

3. Façade – Along the front lot line, the building façade is normally a minimum of 15
feet high. Variations of up to five (5) feet are encouraged to achieve some variety in
the façade appearance. Building facades taller than 35 feet should include an
expression line at the first floor level, and a defined cornice line at the top of the
façade wall.
4. Fenestration - Fenestration is to be by framed individual windows. Continuous
strip windows are discouraged unless they are used to maintain compatibility with
existing contiguous projects.
5. Sidewalks – Where sidewalks must be built new or rebuilt as part of
redevelopment, they should comply with the provisions of Section 25.17.05.
6. Parking – On-site parking must comply with the standards and requirements of
Article 16. Most parking should be located to the side or in the rear of the buildings.
Structured parking, either above or below grade, is preferred. Any parking
structure facades visible from the street or a transitway must be treated in a similar
manner as the primary building facades, and the ground level facing the street must
be occupied by commercial or personal service uses. All parking must be screened to
prevent vehicle headlights from shining into adjoining residential properties.
7. Adjacent to Residential – Where the MXB Zone confronts or is immediately
adjacent to any property used or recommended in the Plan for single unit
residential development, the architectural design of buildings adjoining, adjacent,
or confronting such single unit residential uses should reflect compatible design
and character with the existing residential buildings in the immediate vicinity.
e.

Mixed-Use Neighborhood Commercial Zone (MXNC) – This zone is intended for areas
that are either currently developed or recommended for development primarily for
neighborhood retail services.
1. Building Location – Buildings in the MXNC Zone should be located at or close to
the front property line or the build-to line where required by the Plan.
2. Uses by Floor - The ground floor may include both commercial and residential uses.
The upper floors may contain additional commercial, residential, or a combination
of uses.
3. Façade – Along the front lot line, the building façade is normally a minimum of 15
feet high. Variations of up to five (5) feet are encouraged to achieve some variety in
the façade appearance. Building facades taller than 35 feet should include an
expression line at the first floor level, and a defined cornice line at the top of the
façade wall.
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4. Fenestration - Fenestration is to be by framed individual windows. Continuous
strip windows are discouraged unless they are used to maintain compatibility with
existing contiguous projects.

6. Parking – On-site parking must comply with the standards and requirements of
Article 16. Most parking should be located to the side or in the rear of the
buildings. Structured parking, either above or below grade, is preferred. Any
parking structure facades visible from the street must be treated in the same
manner as the primary building facades. All parking must be screened to prevent
vehicle headlights from shining into adjoining residential properties.
f.

Mixed-Use Commercial Zone (MXC) – This zone is intended for areas that are either
currently developed or recommended for development primarily for neighborhood retail
services.
1. Building Location – Consistent with the operational characteristics of the use,
buildings in the MXC Zone should be located close to the front property line or at
the build-to line where required by the Plan.
2. Uses by Floor – Except in the case of single-unit detached residential buildings, the
ground floor must contain commercial uses. The upper floors may contain
additional commercial, residential, or a combination of uses.
3. Façade – Along the front lot line, the building façade is normally a minimum of 15
feet high. Variations of up to five (5) feet are encouraged to achieve some variety in
the façade appearance.
4. Fenestration – Fenestration of the upper floors is to be by framed individual
windows. Continuous strip windows are discouraged unless they are used to
maintain compatibility with existing contiguous projects.
5. Sidewalks – Where sidewalks must be built new or rebuilt as part of
redevelopment, they should comply with the provisions of Section 25.17.05.
6. Parking – On-site parking must comply with the standards and requirements of
Article 16. Parking should be located to the side or in the rear of buildings to the
extent possible. Structured parking, either above or below grade, is preferred.
Any parking structure facades visible from the street must be treated in the same
manner as the primary building facades. All parking must be screened to prevent
vehicle headlights from shining into adjoining properties.

g. Mixed-Use Transition Zone (MXT) – This zone is intended for areas that are located
between medium and high-intensity development and single-unit dwelling detached
residential neighborhoods. This zone allows for development of multi-unit and
townhouse residential development, and may include neighborhood-serving retail uses.
1. Building Location – Buildings in the MXT Zone should be located at or close to the
front property line or the build-to line where established by the Plan.
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5. Sidewalks – Where sidewalks must be built new or rebuilt as part of
redevelopment, they should comply with the provisions of Section 25.17.05.
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3. Façade – Building facades should be generally consistent with the façade designs in
the immediate neighborhood. Roofs should have a pitch compatible with nearby
single-unit residential development.
4. Fenestration - Fenestration is to be by framed individual windows. Continuous
strip windows are discouraged unless they are used to maintain compatibility with
existing contiguous projects.
5. Sidewalks – Where sidewalks must be built new or rebuilt as part of
redevelopment, they should comply with the provisions of Section 25.17.05.
6. Parking – On-site parking must comply with the standards and requirements of
Article 16. Most parking should be located to the side or in the rear of the
buildings. Structured parking, either above or below grade, is preferred and may
not be visible from a public street. Any parking structure facades visible from the
street must be treated in the same manner as the primary building facades. All
parking must be screened to prevent vehicle headlights from shining into adjoining
residential properties.
7. Adjacent to Residential – Where the MXT Zone is opposite or immediately adjacent
to any property zoned or recommended in the Plan for single-unit detached
residential development, the architectural design of buildings adjoining or
confronting one-family residential uses should reflect the design and character of
the existing residential buildings in the immediate vicinity.
25.13.08 – Accessories
All accessory uses within mixed-use zones must comply with the provisions of Article 9 of
this Chapter.
25.13.9 – Nonconformities
All nonconforming uses and structures within Mixed-Use Zones must comply with the
provisions of Article 8 of this Chapter.
25.13.10 – Parking and Loading Requirements
All parking and loading within Mixed-Use Zones must comply with the provisions of
Article 16 of this Chapter
25.13.11 - Landscaping and Buffer Requirements
All landscaping and buffering within Mixed-Use Zones must comply with the provisions of
Article 17 of this Chapter and, where applicable, the Forest and Tree Preservation
Ordinance.
25.13.12 – Signs
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2. Uses by Floor – The ground floor may contain retail, public-related service, office, or
residential uses. The upper floors may be additional retail, office, residential, or a
combination of uses.

4.A.b
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All signs within Mixed-Use Zones must comply with the provisions of Article 18 of this
Chapter.
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ABOUT ULI WASHINGTON
A DISTRICT COUNCIL OF THE URBAN LAND INSTITUTE
ULI Washington is a district council of the Urban Land Institute (ULI), a nonprofit education and research organization supported by its members.

Founded in 1936, the Institute today has over 32,000 members worldwide representing the entire spectrum of land use planning and real estate development disciplines working in private enterprise and public service. As the pre-

eminent, multidisciplinary real estate forum, ULI facilitates the open exchange

of ideas, information, and experience among local, national, and international
industry leaders and policy makers dedicated to creating better communities.

ULI’s mission is to provide leadership in the responsible use of land and in creating and sustaining thriving communities worldwide. ULI Washington carries

out the ULI mission locally by sharing best practices, building consensus, and

advancing solutions through educational programs and community outreach
initiatives.

ABOUT THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PANEL (TAP) PROGRAM
The objective of ULI Washington’s Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) program

is to provide expert, multidisciplinary, and objective advice on land use and
real estate issues facing public agencies and nonprofit organizations in the
Metropolitan Washington Region. Drawing from its extensive membership

base, ULI Washington conducts one and one-half day panels offering objective and responsible advice to local decision-makers on a wide variety of land

use and real estate issues, ranging from site-specific projects to public policy questions. The TAP program is intentionally flexible to provide a custom-

ized approach to specific land use and real estate issues. Learn more at http://
washington.uli.org/TAPs.
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Executive Summary
The Research Boulevard study area is a 272 acre site in the City of Rockville
(City). Located 12 miles northwest of Washington D.C., it is just outside the
Capital Beltway and in a regional corridor defined by Interstate 270 and

MD-355 (also known as Rockville Pike). The west branch of the Metrorail

Red Line roughly parallels MD-355 and serves the city with three Metro stations, terminating at the Shady Grove Metro Station. Rockville is the seat of

Montgomery County, and the County Executive and County Council offices

are located in downtown Rockville along with a County Circuit Court and a
Maryland District Courthouse.

Map showing study area
within the limits of City of
Rockville, and in context
with Montgomery County
and City of Gaithersburg
jurisdictional boundaries.
Image source: Sponsor
briefing materials.
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The study area has clear boundaries defined by major roadways: I-270 to the
east, MD-28 (West Montgomery Avenue) to the west, and Shady Grove Road
to the north. Moreover, the site is bisected by Research Boulevard from south
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to north, and roughly divided in half by West Gude Drive. Much of the land

along Research Boulevard is subdivided into large parcels that extend from

the interstate to Research Boulevard or from Research Boulevard to MD-28.

Research Boulevard is proximate to the Montgomery County Life Sciences

Center, located outside the city boundary and west of Shady Grove Road. This

center includes Shady Grove Adventist Hospital, the Universities at Shady

Grove, a satellite campus of Johns Hopkins University, and prominent biotechnology companies. Research Boulevard was built before the Life Sciences

Center and played a role in forming the technology industry cluster. There are
synergies to being proximate to these businesses and institutions, but also

competition for tenants from the high-quality office and research facilities in
the area, many of them offering newer, more up-to-date facilities.

With about 3.7 million square feet in 46 buildings, the study area rivals

any other part of Rockville as an employment center. Some of the major

employers are Westat Inc., IDT Biologika, Lockheed Information Systems,

Thomson Reuters International, Otsuka American Pharmaceutical, Meso

Scale Diagnostics, American Speech Language Hearing Association,

and others. There are also a large number of medical offices in leased

buildings especially along Shady Grove Road. Many other small compa-

nies lease space in the corridor, which has acted as an incubator for businesses over the decades. Some of the key landowners and real estate brokers include – Foulger Pratt, Lerner Corporation, Brandywine Realty Trust,

Alexandria Real Estate, Avison Young, Transwestern and Scheer Partners.
The oldest structure dates to 1967 and the newest is a research laboratory
built in 2005. The remainder properties are developed as four hotels (with a

total of 538 rooms) and two banks. Many of the office buildings have their own

on site cafeterias or small eateries for the use of employees.

The study area has only two zoning categories applied across its 272 acres

– Mixed Use Employment (MXE) and Planned Development-Fallsgrove (PDFG). Previously, the study area was zoned as Restricted Industrial Park (I-3)

since 1959. The I-3 development standards guided the master plan vision of

a low intensity, open campus office park with large lots, low lot coverage, and

primarily at-grade parking. Restaurants were allowed only when intended for

employees in each building, and a cap was set on the size of retail sales and

personal services uses. Residential and stand-alone retail uses were excluded.

The results of this Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) are intended to assist the

sponsor in updating The City of Rockville’s Comprehensive Master Plan under
R E S E A RC H B O U L E VA R D – I T ’ S N O T A N O F F I C E PA R K !
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a process branded as Rockville 2040. The Panel’s expertise was sought to

address a current topic of much discussion in the planning and real estate pro-

ditions and changing work culture with regard to employment center context,
mix of land uses, amenities, and other urban design issues.

In spite of the overall declining trend for suburban office uses, the study area

has been a success through multiple decades, serving the employment and

property tax needs of the City by generating significant property tax reve-

nue. Further, while the overall market for office space shows weakness in the

region and in the study area, one recent trend in the study area shows promise as an adaptive reuse: self-storage space. The second oldest remaining

building in the study area at 4 Research Place was converted to self-storage

in 2016, and a second self-storage building is proposed for construction on

a portion of the existing parking lot on that site. In addition, two other new
self-storage projects are proposed: one on Redland Boulevard just east of the

I-270 off-ramp and as infill next to I-270 east of the Best Western hotel at the
south end of the study corridor.

Panelists approached this TAP by dividing the challenges into four categories, which are outlined in this report as follows: Problem Definition, Market

Overview, Illustrative Scenarios, and Recommendations.

6
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fessions: what is the future of first-generation suburban office parks; and how

should the City of Rockville’s planning efforts respond to changing market con-
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4.A.c

Background & Scope
The study area is a key employment center in the City of Rockville, home to
some of the City’s prominent businesses and to roughly 9,000 employees.

The development pattern on both sides of Research Boulevard is comprised
of office, laboratory, and medical research buildings. According to The City of

Rockville, the 272 acre study area is developed with 78% office use, 8% lodging, 5% private undeveloped land and 9% public open space.

The City of Rockville’s 1960 and 1970 master plans foresaw the potential for a

new land use in the city: a modern, automobile oriented office research park
and mapped areas along both sides of I-270 for ‘Restricted Industrial’ uses,
including the area that became Research Boulevard. A complementary I-3

zoning district, adopted in 1959, regulated this use with development standards requiring the following: minimum 5 acre lot size, maximum 20% lot coverage, 100 foot setbacks, and 300-foot minimum street frontages. This site
design pattern reflects these restrictions.

Aerial view showing the
study area in 2015.
Image source: Sponsor
briefing materials
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According to the U.S. Census Bureau, workers in the professional, scientific, and

technical services category accounted for nearly half of the employees work-

within the study area – Lockheed Information Systems and Westat, Inc. Some
other major employers in the corridor include – Aeras, IDT Biologika, Thomson

Reuters International, Meso Scale Diagnostics, Emergent Biosolutions, Otsuka
American Pharmaceutical Inc., and others. Amongst all the employers, Westat

Inc. is the biggest private employer in the City of Rockville; with headquarter
buildings that were built in early 1980s and 1990s. Since these buildings house
Photo showing the
Westat Inc. property.
Image source: ULI
Washington.

only Westat employees, they are not subject to market trends, and Westat is
expected to occupy the buildings for many years to come. Other buildings offer
leased space, and the expiration of a lease can greatly impact vacancy rates.

Overall, the area has been a net revenue generator for the City for decades,
bringing in more in property taxes than it costs in services.

Per the 2002 Master Plan and the Planned Land Use map, the study area

is divided into two zoning districts. The majority of the study area is labeled

as ‘Restricted Industrial’ / ‘Office Park’ (RIOP). The two areas north and
south of Gude Drive, annexed as part of the Fallsgrove project are labeled as
‘Comprehensive Planned Development’ (CPD), a designation that references
the zoning for that property which is ‘Planned Development-Fallsgrove,’ which
is a specific set of development approvals for that property.

In 2009 the City of Rockville amended its zoning ordinance to allow a mix of
uses in all commercial zones, including the properties within the study area.
These new mixed-use zones, MXE (Mixed Use Employment) in the case of the
study area, allow development of residential, retail, or office uses, and added
flexibility in site design requirements.

Today, older buildings in the study area dating to the 1960s are becoming functionally obsolete, particularly regarding physical plant for laboratory

space and information technology. A handful of sites have been redeveloped or renovated as new office space, as seen with the major investment

by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission in an existing building at 5 Research Place. Other buildings, however, have lost tenants,
and been demolished or proposed for other uses – such as self-storage.
This evolution of land uses in and around the study area has the potential to

create a mixed development pattern without the guidance of City Master Plan

policies or infrastructure. Of particular concern are the urban design challenges for land use changes from office to residential uses, especially on five
acre parcels fronting a single street corridor (Research Boulevard) without a

network of local streets or other neighborhood amenities, such as parks and

schools. Under current zoning rules, higher density multifamily developments

8
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ing in the area in 2014. Among the city’s top ten employers, two have offices

4.A.c

with retail spaces, as well as new office space, can be developed without a
coordinated Area Master Plan. Moreover, opportunities for finer-grain place-

making could be lost in a series of individual development projects that fail to
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take into account the larger context. Water and sewer infrastructure may also

require upgrades under these scenarios and should be implemented through a
coordinated process.

the Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) to better understand the market

Photo showing
older building from
the 1960s at 2401
Research Boulevard.

mendations for future land use, urban design, and economic develop-

Image source: ULI
Washington.

The vision and reality of this area as an employment center that held con-

sistent for the past 50 years is challenged. The City is seeking input from
position of the existing office parks, and to consider options and recom-

ment actions as the City drafts their next Comprehensive Master Plan.

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED BY THE PANEL
1. What are effective policies to guide future development in the study area to
create office environments that are attractive to today’s tenants?

2. How can flexibility in land use regulation be balanced with good planning
that seeks to coordinate a mix of uses at a walkable scale and integrate new
development into a cohesive activity center?

Photo showing new
self-storage facility at 4
Research Place.

3. What approach to mixed use zoning is most effective regarding retaining

Image source: ULI
Washington.

employment? Should single use projects be allowed, i.e. those that simply
change the office use to residential or retail?

4. How can the large lot parcels on Research Boulevard transition to new
uses without becoming a hodgepodge of single uses that do not relate to each
other?

5. Where are the best locations for retail and community nodes with place-

making amenities and how can City regulations shape this outcome?

R E S E A RC H B O U L E VA R D – I T ’ S N O T A N O F F I C E PA R K !
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Problem Definition: Vision,
Site Analysis & Market
Analysis
WHAT’S THE VISION?
At the onset of the TAP, Panelists clarified that the study area has characteristics different from traditional office parks. Traditional office parks are typically

developed by a large developer, on a single contiguous parcel of land, and

include a unified vision for the property. Some examples of these traditional
office parks include: Westfields in Chantilly VA, and The Preserve at Tower

Oaks in Rockville MD. Research Boulevard, on the other hand, is an amalgamation of different property owners with different concerns, all located along a
contiguous suburban corridor.

Illustrative site analysis
diagram highlighting
surrounding context of
the site.
Image source: ULI
Washington.
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4.A.c

The Panel acknowledged that the City of Rockville is rethinking the future of

Research Boulevard in a timely manner, and there is time on hand to plan for
its future. The current situation is not desperate so there is adequate time for a

Attachment 4.A.c: ULI Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) Report on Research Boulevard (1780 : Mixed-Use Employment Zone)

coordinated review of policies and recommendations to guide the future development of the area. The City lacks a vision for defining the area’s future and

will have to take steps to articulate and define such a vision in order to develop

an appropriate market-informed strategy that is also informed by the policy priorities of the City.

SITE ANALYSIS: CONTEXT & PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
In order to recommend future scenarios for Research Boulevard, Panelists

studied the surrounding context and physical attributes of the study area.

They pointed out that the study area is bracketed by two major interchanges with direct access to I-270, which are very beneficial from a marketing standpoint for property owners. In terms of transit, Shady Grove

Metrorail Station is about 2 miles away from the intersection of Research

Boulevard and West Gude Drive. Though this is not a walkable distance, multiple RideOn bus routes 54, 63 and 66 operate from the Shady

Illustrative site
analysis diagram
highlighting pros
and cons of the
study area.
Image source: ULI
Washington.
Vacant Land
1-270 Relationship
Deep Setbacks
Street Frontage
Green Space
N/S Break
Research Blvd
Major Street
Consolidated Sites
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Grove and Rockville Metrorail stations to Research Boulevard. The site is

At a larger scale, the study area is surrounded by economic drivers like Shady
Grove Life Sciences Center, which include the Shady Grove Adventist Hospital
and the Universities of Shady Grove campus. While Research Boulevard lacks

amenities within walking distance for employees, mixed use centers like Falls
Grove, Washingtonian Rio, Crown Farm, and King Farm are just a few minutes’

drive away from the study area. Panelists pointed out that the ideal walking dis-

tance of 1800 to 2200 feet between office buildings and amenities equates to
a 10-minute stroll. Although that is absent here, these retail centers are a short
10-minute drive, which is a comfortable tether.

According to the Panel, the study area is positioned for success in multiple ways.

Location along I-270 is a huge driver, and there is a strong visual relationship

between the highway and buildings on Research Boulevard. Other major streets
in the area like Shady Grove Road, Montgomery Avenue, and Gude Drive surrounding the study area make it very well positioned to thrive. Also, single ownerPhotos showing deep
setbacks from buildings to
the street curb.
Image source: ULI
Washington.

ship large parcels like the one on Shady Grove Road and Westat Inc., are good
for future development. The existing Falls Grove Stream Valley Park also has

potential to serve the community better. The study area’s successful positioning is juxtaposed by several significant challenges. Sidewalks are narrow and
lacking in streetscape features; there is no continuity in the way buildings are

placed and relate to the street curb; some parcels have exceptionally deep set-

backs from building to curb as well as building to building (indicated by yellow
stripes in the adjoining site analysis diagram); and few buildings are concentrated together, with most scattered and lacking in urban design.

The Panel acknowledged the upcoming Foulger Pratt retail oriented development at the southern end of the study area by the Best Western Hotel. Though

this development is not located in the central part of the study area, it is a reasonable distance from other retail in the vicinity, and hence will likely be positioned for success. The Falls Grove Stream Valley Park offers beautiful views
Photo showing the
Shulman Rogers building
in the Park Potomac
development in North
Bethesda MD, designed
to leverage its presence
along I-270.
Image source: Google
Earth Pro.

from Montgomery Avenue, but good connections from Research Boulevard to

the park are lacking, and it is therefore an underutilized asset. Also, while many
properties are situated near I-270, they cannot be seen or identified from the

highway because of their positioning away from the major arterial. This creates a missed opportunity for passers-by to identify the types of uses existing along Research Boulevard. The Panel pointed the City to an example of a

good urban design gesture – the Shulman Rogers building in the Park Potomac
development in North Bethesda, MD which takes full advantage of its presence

along I-270. According to the Panel, as properties along Research Boulevard
undergo infill, it will be important to place future buildings closer to I-270 to
increase visibility and leverage their marketability.

12
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also well connected with its surroundings through a robust street network.
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4.A.c

Market Overview: Office &
Laboratory Buildings
OFFICE MARKET OVERVIEW
Panelists analyzed the office market trends in and around Research
Boulevard, in the Shady Grove area sub-market and overall Montgomery

County. In order to determine whether the Research Boulevard office market is
undergoing decline or holding steady, Panelists analyzed the current situation.

They determined that out of 45 buildings, 29 are not owner-occupied, and out
of 3.7 million square feet, 2.7 million square feet is not owner-occupied. About

43% of these buildings are Class A, 38% are Class B and 19% are Class C
office spaces; and current rents range from $25 to $28 per square foot.

The Panel noted that about 22% of existing buildings in the study area are
vacant (equivalent to about 625,000 square feet) along Research Boulevard.

However, this vacancy is concentrated in a few buildings. Only one 20,000
square feet block is available within the Research Boulevard corridor. By and
large, the buildings have stable tenancy and the existing tenants are there

to stay in the foreseeable future. However, the office market in general is too

weak to support new office construction; buildings that are partially vacant

are going to continue to lose tenants over time until they are fully vacant.
Furthermore, as office buildings become vacant, their values decline, and then

property owners/developers will start looking for alternative uses – like the new
storage facility on Research Boulevard.

Panelists further analyzed office market strengths and weaknesses from the

tenant’s perspective. They enumerated the strengths, including visibility from

I-270, vehicular accessibility, price, availability and proximity to the Life Sciences

cluster. Panelists also pointed out the weaknesses, including lack of infrastructure to support walkability and lack of proximity to food and beverage-oriented
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retail, and to Metrorail. While tenants can drive to nearby spots for lunch, it

The Panel researched historical rents for office spaces in other areas
of Montgomery County, including: the I-270 corridor, a sub-market of

Montgomery County; and the Shady Grove area, which is a micro-market in
the I-270 corridor where Research Boulevard is located.

Per Graph I prepared by the Panelists, the trend of historical annual rents from
1998 to 2016 shows that rents have fluctuated between $20 to $28 per square

foot, and there has been no rent increase in the last decade. The Shady Grove

and I-270 sub-market rents are lower than Montgomery County generally,
which gives a strong indication that the office market on Research Boulevard
is not going to recover any time in the near future.

I-‐270	
  and	
  Shady	
  Grove	
  rents	
  in	
  steady	
  decline	
  since	
  2007
Annual rents 1998-2016

Graph I comparing annual
vacancy rates from
1998 to 2016 between
Montgomery County,
Shady Grove area and
the I-270 corridor; and
indicating Shady Grove
rents in steady decline
since 2007.
Image source: ULI
Washington.
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In Graph II, Panelists pointed out that vacancy rates are increasing, slightly
more in the Shady Grove area and the I-270 corridor than the rest of
Montgomery County.

Shady	
  Grove	
  micromarket vacancy	
  rates	
  approaching	
  20%
Annual vacancy rates 1998-2016
25%

Graph II comparing
annual vacancy rates from
1998 to 2016 between
Montgomery County,
Shady Grove area and
the I-270 corridor; and
indicating Shady Grove
micro-market vacancy
rates are approaching
20%.
Image source: ULI
Washington.
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would be preferable to have food options within a reasonable walking distance.

4.A.c

Per Graph III represents the Shady Grove area micro-market office vacancy
and absorption rates. Panelists pointed to a negative absorption rate in the last
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8 years.
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Graph III showing annual
vacancy rates from
1998 to 2016 between
Montgomery County,
Shady Grove area and
the I-270 corridor; and
indicating negative
absorption with growing
vacancy in Shady Grove.
Image source: ULI
Washington.
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This analysis reinforces that the Shady Grove office market will likely not
rebound in the near future.

OFFICE BUILDING ECONOMICS: NEW DEVELOPMENT,
REPOSITIONING, & LAND VALUE
Panelists elaborated upon office building economics by comparing new development with repositioning existing buildings, and this impact on land value.
According to the Panel, current rents for a new full-service office building in

the study area range from $30 to $32 per square foot. Rents required for new

construction of a full-service building would be about $45 per square foot

(including surface parking), return on cost at an industry standard of 7.5%, and

land value about $40 per FAR. In this scenario, even if the land was assumed
to be free, Panelists determined that the rent in the study area would have to

be $42 per square foot to deliver a reasonable profit. These numbers do not
justify new construction of office buildings along Research Boulevard.

In the case of a landlord with a building where negative absorption occurs,
at some point, the building would be completely vacant. In such a scenario,
property owners often consider upgrading the building to attract tenants by
adding features like conference centers and fitness centers. This best case
scenario, according to Panelists, has the ability to fetch rents in the range of

$27.50 to $30 per square foot in the study area, with the repositioned building

being worth about $45 per square foot. Since land with an empty building, or
even just dirt, is worth about $40 per square foot, it is more viable to repurpose the land for other uses. This reality seems to be the ongoing trend in the
Shady Grove area sub-market on Research Boulevard.
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LAB MARKET OVERVIEW

also analyzed the bioscience laboratory market. Panelists determined that in
the state of Maryland, there are 3 primary regions for bioscience laboratory/tech
hubs. The largest region is in Montgomery County, and other two are in Frederick

City/County and Baltimore City/County. While vacancy rate of 7% is consid-

ered to be a healthy market in the context of laboratory spaces, vacancy rate in
Montgomery County is very low – about 2.9% as of December 2016. There is a

negative net absorption rate of -0.14% (-10,447 square feet) noted in the same
time frame. However the Panel expects that space to be leased quickly.

Laboratory space is divided into 3 class categories, similar to office space.

There is a fair amount of Class B and Class C lab space in Montgomery
County, and there has been very little new construction. Rental rates for Class

B labs range from $27 to $32 per square foot, and Class C rates are just below

$20 per square foot. Class B and Class C lab space is typically 2nd and 3rd
generation space previously occupied by other lab users that has not been
upgraded. Also, an important point to note in the context of laboratories is that

these are triple net rates – and the laboratory tenant has to incur operating
costs, which range from about $8 to $12 per square foot to arrive at the total

rental rate. Baltimore City has a small proportion of Class A space which falls
within the range of $35 to $45 per square foot..

In the study area, there is some Class C lab space along Shady Grove Road,

which is occupied by clients like Integrated Biotherapeutics and Macrogenics.
There is also Class B space in buildings originally established for office use

on Research Boulevard. Much of the laboratory space in Montgomery County,

including buildings in the study area, are not buildings particularly built for lab
space, but instead were converted to labs from flex / office buildings.

The Panel compared criteria for the requirements in office and in laboratory
buildings. Per the chart below, while office leases are full-service in nature and

include operating costs, laboratory space leases are triple net in nature, and

exclude the operating cost. These operational costs for lab spaces range from

$8 to $12 per square foot. If one is looking at a vacant building (i.e. a core and
shell), the fit-out cost for turning it into office use would range from $45 to $70
per square foot. To fit-out a laboratory in the same space, costs would range

from $225 to $275 per square foot. If the lab space needs to be even more

spe¬cialized, and include areas such as clean rooms, research spaces, or regulated spaces for drug production, fit-out costs can run as high as $1000 per

square foot. It is therefore very important to understand the tenant improvement

allow¬ance factors associated with bioscience laboratory buildings. Most traditional office/flex landlords approve tenant improvement allowances in the range
of $35 to $50 per square foot, and the cost is amortized within the lease rate.
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In addition to analyzing the office market along Research Boulevard, the Panel

4.A.c

Office/Lab	
  Building	
  Use	
  Comparison
Office

Lab

Lease	
  Type

FS

NNN

Fit-‐out	
  Costs	
  (psf)

$45-‐$70

$225-‐$275

Operating	
  Costs	
  (psf)

NA

$8-‐$12	
  

Tenant	
  Improvement	
  Allowance	
  (typ psf)

~$35-‐$50

Lab	
  $175	
  
Non-‐Lab	
  $50

Lease	
  term

Variable

5-‐7	
  years

Optimal	
  Clear	
  Height

13	
  feet	
  or	
  less

15-‐16	
  feet	
  or	
  higher

Utilities	
  (electrical	
  service	
  size)

Standard

Heavy	
  electrical

Roof	
  Loads

Standard

Reinforced	
  areas

Parking	
  ratio

3.3/1000

<	
  3.3/1000

Exterior	
  Requirements	
  (generators,	
  etc.)

Standard

Standard	
  ++

Loading	
  Dock	
  Access

Shared

Standard/Dedicated

Multi-‐Tenant	
  Options

+++

+

Risk	
  Perception

Understood

High	
  Risk
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Criteria

Chart showing office
and lab building use
comparison.
Image source: ULI
Washington.

Landlords specializing in lab space may approve tenant improvement allowances as high as $175 per square foot. Landlords in the bioscience indus-

try understand the heavy infrastructure needs of labs; their business models
anticipate the risk involved, and they have the ability to evaluate some of the
science the prospective tenants might be conducting. Due to such high costs

involved in laboratory buildings, leases tend to be a minimum of 5 years or
even 7 to 10 years.

According to the Panel, there are multiple physical differences between

build¬ings required for office versus laboratory uses. For instance, with multistory office buildings, 13 feet clear height is required between the finished floor

to the slab or roof structure above. In bioscience laboratories, larger volumes

of air need to travel through ducts, along with heavy electrical wiring, and so
clear height requirements are higher than with traditional buildings, and range
between 15 to 16 feet. Thus, in existing single story as well as multi-story

buildings along Research Boulevard, it may not be possible to convert office

buildings into laboratory space; or in doing so, may result in greater costs to
deliver lab space in buildings not designed to accommodate such uses.

Leasing space in a bioscience laboratory requires a different approach from

leasing in a traditional office building. Landlords for traditional office buildings prefer to have the broadest opportunity to attract tenants to their buildings. That often means dividing up the building offering smaller office spaces

to multiple tenants. However, in the case of a 100,000 square foot laboratory

building, a landlord may only be able to divide that space between 2 to 4 tenants. This is in part because some of the bioscience companies have uses

that cannot tolerate cross-contamination. Laboratory spaces are high risk envi-

ronments, and it can be harder to re-let lab space, compared with traditional
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office space. Overall, developing a building for a bioscience use must take into

IF NOT OFFICE OR LAB – THEN WHAT?
The Panel emphasized the reality that the current market trend is not going to
support new office construction on Research Boulevard, and that it may not be

worthwhile to reposition existing office space. As tenants leave existing office

buildings over time, property owners will consider upgrading their properties;
however the poor return on investment will not make it viable for significant
investment. In cases where structural conditions are intact and if the market

is right, then some buildings could potentially be converted into lab spaces.

However, this will not be possible for all vacant buildings, in which case property owners will start considering infill options.

There are multiple residential infill possibilities in the study area, including

apartments, town homes, or senior housing. Vacant buildings could be converted to schools, public storage, hotel and medical uses. The Panel underscored that it will be incumbent upon the City to set a vision of the study area
in order to avoid disjointed infill development for vulnerable parcels.
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account a variety of restrictions.
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4.A.c

Illustrative Scenarios
After analyzing existing conditions and current market trends along Research

Boulevard, the Panel suggested three scenarios for the future of the study
area. These suggestions are intended to illustrate possible outcomes, but are

not intended to be prescriptive. Panelists emphasized that the City of Rockville
needs to identify and determine its goals and objectives for the study area,
along with its long term contributory role to the City.

THREE SCENARIOS: WHAT DOES THE CITY WANT TO ACHIEVE?
Scenario I – “Market Responsive.” Here, the City of Rockville would main-

tain current zoning code as is, and let the uses along Research Boulevard
change per market dynamics over time.

Scenario II – “Maximize Fiscal Impact.” This describes a vision where the

study area continues to be a fiscally strong contributor to the City, just like it
has over the last decades.

Scenario III – “Aging In Place.” Here, the City would facilitate residential

development and appropriate housing products to support older residents
wishing to downsize and live in the community. This scenario would be driven

more by vision and planning policy motivation than by fiscal contribution to the
City of Rockville.

What	
  does	
  the	
  City	
  want	
  to	
  achieve?
Mixed-‐use	
  town	
  
center

City	
  of	
  Rockville	
  Investment	
  in	
  
Research	
  Boulevard

Housing	
  
Rockville	
  
residents	
  
today,	
  
tomorrow

Maximize	
  
Fiscal	
  
Impact

Do	
  nothing

Expand	
  employment	
  
opportunities,	
  
particularly	
  in	
  STEM

Possible scenarios for
the long-term vision of
Research Boulevard,
depending on what the
City envisions and wishes
to achieve.
Image source: ULI
Washington.
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SCENARIO I: Market Responsive

City. Office uses generate taxes, which in turn support public services for residents, like schools, fire safety, and police safety. While Scenario I might facilitate continuity of fiscal solvency, it is very hard to predict the future. As market

forces move office uses off Research Boulevard, land may get replaced by
uses that could also generate tax revenue for the City. Vacant office buildings

will reduce fiscal contribution to the City. According to Panelists, if multifamily
residential infill occurs, the market would support that use, which would result
in a net negative fiscal impact. Retail could also come in and generate sales
tax revenue for the City; however it may not come in locations desired by the

City. Other uses which are good tax generators could also develop, such as

public storage and hotels. Panelists warned that in the absence of a cohesive
vision, this scenario could very well likely lead to hodge-podge development
along Research Boulevard.

The Panel emphasized that the City should invest in the study area to maximize its fiscal impact. There are a series of steps the City can take to drive

development where it wants it to be, and to drive uses that generate tax revenue. By preparing a Master Plan, the City can designate Strategic Opportunity

Areas, implement placemaking for parks and other infrastructure, and then

brand and market the new developments. This way, new uses and develop-

ments will occur at locations identified by the City, and they will be more viable.

SCENARIO II: MAXIMIZE FISCAL IMPACT
With regard to Scenario II and maximizing fiscal impact for the City, Panelists

emphasized the need for a Master Plan or designating Strategic Opportunity
Areas. Panelists identified three Strategic Opportunity Areas: North, Central,

and South for higher density development which could be office, retail, or other

uses. The key common attribute to these sites is the concentration of uses
within the critical 1800 to 2200 feet pedestrian-friendly distance, which would
not only activate the space between the strategic nodes, but also create the
much required connectivity between existing uses.

The area marked “north” is designated as a density anchor. This building clus-

ter is a single ownership and offers the opportunity to serve as a high impact
area, with a possibility for adaptive reuse. This site could be developed as a
retail-oriented neighborhood anchor, as a neighborhood center, or as something

larger in scale. There are few retail destinations to the north and south of the

study area. Panelists pointed out to the area marked “south” as the Foulger Pratt
property where change is currently underway. Both properties have easy access

to I-270. According to the City, this site was approved in 2016 for conversion
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to retail uses, which will make it the largest stand-

alone retail node in the study area. This parcel has
ter, and grocer or inline retail. The area marked
“central” is the Westat Inc. property, which is single use in nature with substantial concentration.
Panelists suggested ideas for connectivity between
these Strategic Opportunity Areas, including larger

scale green corridors and smaller scale pedestrian-friendly streetscaping gestures. With respect to
existing open space there are opportunities to link

the existing parks with these new developments

to create linear parks, which would result in generating a mixture of commercial uses that are interspersed and connected to open spaces .

The Panel reiterated the need for a Master Plan for

the three Strategic Opportunity Areas, and to create walkable sub-market amenities in the north,

central, and south zones as shown in the adjoining illustrative plan. Panelists encouraged the City

to take initiative towards the following: development

of private and public amenities in the form of retail,
public space, and hotels in specific locations; public programming in the north, south and central
area; installation of pedestrian friendly streetscape;

and improvement of the parks. The Panel recommended the following planning and zoning tools:
•
•
•

Higher densities allowed.

Financial incentives (i.e. property tax
abatements).

Public investment in place making.

Panelists suggested that the City can also restrict

uses in the Strategic Opportunity Areas by disal-

Illustrative Concept Plan
for Scenario II with an
aim to maximize fiscal

Retail Density Anchors
*High Concentration
Impact Areas

impact for the City.

Green Corridor

Image source: ULI

Potential Green Link

Washington.

lowing them, turning them into conditional uses, or
allowing them in Non-Strategic Opportunity Areas.

The following planning tools could be effectively
used to develop Non-Strategic Opportunity Areas:
•
•
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been approved for fast casual dining, fitness cen-

Lower Densities.

Restrict uses based on Master plan. For
example, the City could prohibit retail in these

areas while promoting them in the Strategic
Opportunity Areas, and only allow hotels in
the Non-Strategic Opportunity Areas.
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Panelists pointed out that zoning and master planning ultimately put the onus

of development on the developers. However, the City can also take steps to
City is a development partner that is dedicated to building an attractive place.
The City can do this through the following measures:
•

•
•

Parks. Build parks even though they are expensive to build and maintain.

Panelists pointed to the iconic Emeralds Necklace linear park in Boston,
MA as a successful example.

Placemaking. Facilitate wayfinding and creating public plazas for people
to gather.

Programming. Facilitate shutting down streets on event days for a bike

race, movies, concerts, and other such activities which also attract people
to this area besides employees.

SCENARIO III: AGING IN PLACE
Panelists formulated the third scenario to emphasize housing for Rockville

residents now and in the future. Market analysis demonstrates that residential uses are viable on Research Boulevard in the current market; it is permitted almost everywhere by right by way of existing zoning; it enables “Aging
In Place” if the City chooses this to be a goal; it supports a variety of other

uses like retail; and this location is viable for residential use with complementary surrounding uses, such as shopping, institutions and other housing
developments.

The Panel explored this scenario and its short-term and long-term develop-

ment potential. Areas marked 1, 2, and 3 in the adjoining graphic represent
the order of chronological development. Site 1 represents the short-term time

span, with existing stable employment which is expected to remain, and where
current reinvestment efforts are under way. Vacant sites at the intersection

of West Montgomery Avenue and West Gude Drive can be catalysts for new
development as well as visible entry points to the subarea. In terms of implementation strategies, the City first and foremost must define a vision for their

residents and land owners. Panelists suggest that if focusing on housing is a

clear intention, then the City should utilize the visible access points to create a

strong sense of entry, and install streetscape improvements to create a sense
of identity for the study area. Moreover, the Panel acknowledged that the City
is currently in the midst of a Master Plan update. If the timeline permits, then

the Master Plan update could facilitate housing development on these parcels
- as this subarea is the only part of the study area which falls into a slightly different zoning category. Otherwise, the City could work with the property owners and make specific zoning changes for future development.

With regard to long-term development, the City must set a vision for Areas
2 and 3 through updating the Master Plan. In this process the City should
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create a better place and communicate to the development community that the
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AREA 1 (PRIME
DEVELOPMENT)
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AREA 2 (SECONDARY)
AREA 3 (LONG TERM)
LINEAR PARK

CONNECTIONS
STREETSCAPE

ENTRIES
MAJOR EMPLOYER
Scenario III Illustrative
Plan based on the “Aging
in Place” theme.
Image source: ULI
Washington.

include assessment of current housing needs, identify desired product types,

establish area-specific goals to support housing needs, and permit additional

uses at specific locations. Additionally, over the long term, the City should consider comprehensive streetscape improvements and create zoning tools to

incentivize desired development and limit undesired uses like additional density for lot consolidation. On the private side, larger parcels along I-270 could
be consolidated to support housing goals.

2016-2017 Residential Sales
Panelists further researched residential sales of age restricted homes in
Montgomery County, and learned that from January 2016 through March
2017, there were about 400 unit sales. The lowest sale was $67 per
square foot, and the highest was $328 per square foot. Moreover, these
400 properties sold within an average of 44 days, the median being 24
days. Also, the Close Price to List Price ratio for these properties was
98%, and this indicates a very strong seller’s market. There is also a trend
for older adults to move to rental properties rather than buy new homes so
the rental market may be viable in this area as well as the for sale market.
R E S E A RC H B O U L E VA R D – I T ’ S N O T A N O F F I C E PA R K !
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Recommendations
In order to shape the future of Research Boulevard, the Panel made the following global recommendations:
1.

Define a Desired Future. The City will have to identify a vision for the study
area. This vision could be as general as a desired identity or as specific

as updated zoning. A market driven strategy will be important, along with

implementing any zoning changes in order to lay the foundation for realizing the vision.
2.

Form Business Partnerships. It will be important to bring the property
owners in the study area together, but doing so will require clarity on the

part of the City as to the intention of forming such a coalition of stakeholders. In one scenario, property owners might come together to form a

Business Improvement District (BID) with the intent to improve the streetscape, provide a common shuttle to employees, and/or invest in common
amenities. In another scenario, property owners may come together for a

more complex approach to consolidate parcels and create larger properties to achieve multiple objectives. The goal of convening these partners
will depend on the City’s ultimate vision for the study area.
3.

Program Area-wide Improvements. Enhancing the identity of Research
Boulevard and improving walkability in the area will require assembling a
program of area-wide improvements.
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Conclusion
Over the course of the TAP, Panelists analyzed the context of the study area,
physical attributes of the site, office and laboratory market in the Shady Grove

micro market, and explored a list of alternative land uses for infill development

along Research Boulevard. After studying existing conditions and understanding the market trends, the Panel presented three illustrative scenarios – Market

Responsive, Maximize Fiscal Impact, and Aging in Place – and offered strategies to implement these scenarios.

The Panel acknowledged that the City has questioned the future of Research

Boulevard at the right time, and there is still time to act. By and large, Panelists
were optimistic about the future of Research Boulevard. They emphasized that

the study area is not a traditional office park, and consequently, it is important to consider the study area’s subareas, rather than viewing a development
approach that is parcel-by-parcel. The 1800 to 2200 feet walkable distance
range is a critical benchmark to be used as a tool that can promote walkability

between uses. Most importantly, the City will have to define a vision and focus
for the area in order to achieve a desired future.
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Panelists

Nat Bottigheimer, CHAIR
Chief Fehr & Peers DC
Washington, DC

Nat is the DC Region Market Lead for traffic and transportation planners and analysts Fehr & Peers DC.

Mr. Bottigheimer has 24 years of experience in coordinated land use and transportation planning. His practice supports community growth and place-making by addressing the needs of all transportation network

users, and by using cutting-edge analysis and the latest data source types, such as using mobile device

movement data to sharpen transit and highway demand forecasts, and modeling trip generation based on
direct observations from mixed-use development nationally.

Before joining Fehr & Peers DC, Mr. Bottigheimer was an Assistant General Manager at WMATA overseeing the agency’s Planning, Real Estate, and Parking programs. His experience at WMATA and prior to that

at the Maryland DOT give him expertise in TOD and station access planning, bus service planning, land use
and transportation coordination, transportation performance measurement and strategic planning.

Mr. Bottigheimer has been an active participant in the ULI DC District Council’s TAP committee, has served

on numerous TAPs, and has chaired prior TAPs for the Indian Head Rail Trail and for revitalization of
Annandale, VA. He is a regular speaker and writer on transportation planning methods and trends.

Robert Atkinson
Davis Carter Scott
Fairfax, VA

Robert Atkinson is an Associate Principal and Vice president at Davis Carter Scott, one of the leading
architectural firms in the Washington Metropolitan Area. Prior to joining Davis Carter Scott, Mr. Atkinson

spent 14 years with the Department of Economic Development in Arlington Virginia where he was
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responsible for the development of the award winning Rosslyn Station Area Plan Addendum, assisted

numerous projects through the site plan approval process and was an active participant in developing
many of the County’s land use policies. Mr. Atkinson began his career as Urban Designer for the City of
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Little Rock, Arkansas where he was instrumental in developing the Downtown Plan as well as numerous
neighborhood plans and other studies. Robert holds a Bachelor of University Studies degree from the
University of New Mexico in architecture, planning and architectural history.

Eduardo Han
Keller Williams
Alexandria, VA

Eduardo’s real estate career began 15 years ago working in real estate development, management and
sales at Packo Investments, Inc. in Los Angeles, CA. After returning to Washington D.C. in 2006, he continued working within commercial real estate. Most recently, he was with the Real Estate Advisory Group at

Alvarez & Marsal in Washington D.C. During his tenure at A&M, he worked with several public and private
entities in various states as well as around the world on a variety of development projects, including large
scale development, public-private partnerships, and housing projects.

As a Realtor® with Keller Williams Metro Center, Mr. Han has applied his knowledge of the real estate market in assisting a variety of clients, including international clients, with buying, selling, leasing, property management, and asset management. Through these relationships, Eduardo found the personal connections he
made to be far more rewarding than working solely on the commercial side of the real estate industry.

Mr. Han’s extensive experience in real estate provides his clients with a true expert. His knowledge and
understanding of how real estate markets work, are financed, and how to best make the market work for

buyers and sellers are unparalleled. His ability to analyze a property, whether it be for residential, commer-

cial, or investment use makes him a valuable asset when investing in real estate whether you are buying or
selling a home or purchasing an income property.

Marvin A. Poole
StonebridgeCarras
Bethesda, MD

As a Director in Investments and Asset Management for StonebridgeCarras, Marvin Poole leads the

firm’s underwriting and due diligence efforts for new investments and is involved in asset manage-

ment, investor reporting, and disposition transactions for all existing investments. During his tenure with
StonebridgeCarras, he has been involved in investment activity exceeding $1 billion in real estate value.

Mr. Poole reviews investment opportunities across a wide range of markets, including mixed-use, office,
retail, residential, and industrial.Prior to joining StonebridgeCarras, Mr. Poole worked at EDENS, a retail

REIT, providing support to the firm’s capital markets, development, and investment activities. He also
worked at Bank of America Merrill Lynch, formerly Banc of America Securities LLC, where he assisted
in structuring investment-grade debt offerings totaling more than $2 billion for clients within the REIT,

lodging, and homebuilding sectors. Mr. Poole earned his Bachelor of Science from Clemson University.

He is a member of the Urban Land Institute (ULI) and serves as chairman of ULI’s Mentorship Program
Committee. He is also a member of the D.C. Real Estate Group.
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Kaushambi Shah
Urban Designer
Kaushambi Shah is a LEED accredited Urban Designer/Planner with a background in Architecture. She

has 12 years of experience in the private sector, including design and planning in the domestic as well
as international realm. Besides working on projects in U.S. cities like Philadelphia, Washington D.C.,

Baltimore, Boston, Fairfax and smaller towns in New York, she has also worked on projects in India, China,
Saudi Arabia and Abu Dhabi. Her project experiences range from design of Entertainment Cities, Mixed
Use Town Centers, Campus Plans and Redevelopment, Resort Communities, Residential Communities,
Waterfront Developments and Transit Oriented Development.

She holds a Bachelor in Architecture form the University of Mumbai, India and a Masters in Urban Design
from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. She is a member of the American Planning Association and
Urban Land Institute, and an enthusiastic supporter of the Urban Land program by ULI.

Tammy Shoham
JLL

Washington, DC
Tammy Shoham recently joined JLL as a Vice President and leads Research Advisory services for the

Mid-Atlantic region and nationally. With almost a decade of experience consulting for public agencies, academic institutions, and private developers, Ms. Shoham brings to JLL a nuanced understanding of market
feasibility and development economics. Prior to joining the JLL, Ms. Shoham served as a Vice President of

Economic Development and Research for the Capitol Riverfront BID. Prior to the BID, Ms. Shoham served
as Vice President with RCLCO and a Senior Associate with ERA|AECOM.

Ms. Shoham received her Master in City Planning from Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a

Bachelor of Business Administration from The University of Texas at Austin. She is an active member of
the Urban Land Institute (ULI), serves on ULI’s Washington-Baltimore Regional TOD Product Council, and
is a steering committee member of ULI’s Women’s Leadership Initiative.

Dawn Volzs
Dewberry

Rockville, MD
Dawn Volz is a member of the Planning and Landscape Architecture team for the Dewberry Rockville
office. Dewberry is a multi-disciplinary consulting firm specializing in Civil Engineering, Land Planning,

Landscape Architecture and Surveying. Her involvement spans all stages from initial concept and fea-

sibility through entitlement and final design/construction phases. As a designer, she has worked on a
variety of projects, including Urban and Mixed-Use Planning, Adaptive Reuse and Infill, Site Planning,

Green Roofs and Public Space Place-Making. She enjoys the challenges that each new design oppor-

tunity brings and strives to create balanced spaces that are thoughtfully designed, aesthetically pleasing,
functional and sustainable.
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Ms. Volz is an active ULI member and is currently on the Steering Committee of ULI’s Women’s Leadership
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Initiative (WLI). She received her Bachelors of Landscape Architecture from Penn State.

Patricia Larrabee
Facility Logix

Burtonsville, MD
Pat is the founder and President of Facility Logix. She has over 30 years of experience in the biotech-

nology industry, including several years as a bench researcher. For the past 20 years, Ms. Larrabee

has applied her technical end-user knowledge to the facility-related needs of the industry. She advises
developers and institutions across the United States and manages facility expansion and implementation programs for clients such as Covance, George Mason University, Integrated Biotherapeutics, Johns

Hopkins University, the Vaccine & Gene Therapy Institute, United Therapeutics, and the Wisconsin

Alumni Research Foundation. Ms. Larrabee has conducted numerous feasibility studies for shared wet-

lab co-work, incubation, and accelerator facilities and has developed life science strategies for economic
development groups across the country. Prior to founding Facility Logix, Ms. Larrabee was an Executive
Vice President at Scheer Partners. She holds an MS in Biotechnology Management and a BA in Biology
and sits on the Board of Women in Bio. In 2016, The Daily Record named Ms. Larrabee one of the Top 100
Women in Maryland.

Arlova Vonhm
Arlington County
Arlington, VA

Arlova J. Vonhm, AICP, is the Zoning Administrator for Arlington County, VA, a suburban county in the

Washington, DC metropolitan region known for its pioneering work in attracting and supporting high-density, mixed use development along the Metrorail corridors. Ms. Vonhm leads a 30-member team responsible for interpreting, enforcing, and administering the Zoning Ordinance. Prior to joining Arlington County,

Ms. Vonhm worked as the Zoning Update Manger for the District of Columbia Office of Planning, leading a
comprehensive effort to rewrite and reorganize the city’s 50-year old zoning ordinance.

Ms. Vonhm received an undergraduate degree from the University of Virginia and a Master of Urban and
Regional Planning from the University of Michigan. Ms. Vonhm served as a board member of the National

Capital Area Chapter of the American Planning Association for six years, creating and promoting continuing education opportunities for planners in the DC metropolitan region. Mr. Vonhm is a Chicago native and
currently resides in Northeast Washington, DC with her husband Mainlehwon and their son Jackson.
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Washington
ULI Washington
2001 L Street, NW, Suite 200
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (240) 497-0550
www.washington.uli.org
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: September 25, 2017
Agenda Item Type: Work Session
Department: Community Planning & Development Services
Responsible Staff: Asmara Habte

Subject
Discussion of Concepts for Workforce and Affordable Housing

Recommendation
Receive the presentation, discuss and provide instructions to staff.

Discussion
The Mayor and Council has identified affordable housing as one of its top priorities in its Mayor
and Council Initiatives. In response, the Community Planning and Development Services (CPDS)
department has developed a series of presentations and work sessions to launch a conversation
on affordable housing, and to develop strategies to address the City’s housing needs.
The purpose of this work session is to discuss the needs for “workforce” or “middle income”
housing, provide direction to staff for a definition of workforce housing, and provide further
direction to develop a housing program addressing the needs of households in various income
groupings, including “workforce.”
In July 2016, the City executed a contract with Lisa Sturtevant & Associates, LLC (LSA) to
conduct a study of the City’s housing market conditions and housing needs. The study was
completed in December 2016. CPDS staff and LSA presented the study and its findings to the
Mayor and Council on February 6, 2017.
In May 2017, CPDS staff and LSA facilitated a work session on select strategies, including zoning
incentives, condominium fees, and possible dedicated funding sources for affordable housing.
The goal of that work session was for Mayor and Council to consider these strategies and to
provide staff with preliminary direction for either additional analysis of these or other
strategies that best meet the City’s housing needs. As noted then, some of the recommended
strategies could be developed into long-term policy goals and tools as part of the 2040
Comprehensive Master Plan update which is currently underway, but others may be developed
in advance of the Master Plan.
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As a related matter, last year (August 2016), the Mayor and Council adopted the Rockville Pike
Neighborhood Plan. The Mayor and Council then authorized the filing of a zoning text
amendment in July 2017 and a sectional map amendment in August 2017 to implement the
plan.
During the discussion leading to authorization of the zoning text amendment to implement the
Rockville Pike neighborhood plan, the Mayor and Council expressed interest in expanding the
City’s inclusionary zoning program (the Moderately-Priced Dwelling Unit program) or creating a
new provision for “workforce housing.” This was in the context of “Champion Projects”, where
one of the goals is to provide more housing, and specifically more affordable housing, near the
Twinbrook Metro Station in exchange for certain incentives (see pages 4 - 8 of the Rockville Pike
Plan).
The Mayor and Council is encouraged to use this work session to guide the development of a
workforce housing definition, in part by determining the income range(s) that may be served by
a new or expanded program. To assist the Mayor and Council in this task, staff has provided
sample workforce income limits and definitions employed by area communities. In the
Washington DC metro area, workforce housing programs typically serve households whose
incomes are above 60% of the Area Median Income (AMI.)
Once definitions and income thresholds/ranges are established, staff will 1) work to develop a
program for the Mayor and Council to consider; 2) recommend necessary amendments to the
Zoning Ordinance and City Code as needed, including the MPDU Chapter; and 3) craft
guidelines to implement a program.
Since staff views this as an issue that is broader than the southern portion of the Rockville Pike
Planning area where “Champion Projects” may be considered, staff recommends the workforce
housing definition and any subsequent program be considered for citywide applicability (like
the MPDU program). At this time, staff recommends deleting all references to “workforce
housing” from the zoning text amendment implementing the Rockville Pike Neighborhood Plan,
ZTA 2018-00247. Instead, staff recommends that the Mayor and Council work with staff to
establish a definition for workforce housing and develop a comprehensive framework to
implement such a program. This is potentially a complex program and requires a thoughtful
approach to program design based on the city’s housing needs for a wide range of incomes.
This work session will provide necessary direction to develop such a program. Depending on
how the program is designed, it may apply to Champion Projects as defined in ZTA 2018-00247
without further amendments to the Zoning Ordinance or, if necessary, the Mayor and Council
may choose to amend the Zoning Ordinance to require workforce housing as part of a
Champion Project.
Key Concepts
The following information is a general overview of “affordable housing,” as well as key concepts
and terms used in housing programs and in defining affordability. The affordable rental housing
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programs available in the City of Rockville are also summarized, including: Moderately Priced
Dwelling Unit (MPDU) program, public housing, Housing Choice Vouchers/Section 8, and Low
Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTCs).
Area Median Income (AMI).
Area Median Income refers to the income level in a metropolitan area where half of the
households in the area earn more and half earn less. It is used instead of the average or mean
household income because it can give a more accurate picture of an area's actual economic
status. Median household incomes are frequently used to determine housing affordability.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) defines area median income
(AMI) for each metropolitan area. This indicator often is used to determine relative housing
affordability for different income ranges and household sizes. The income limits are based on
the geographical median income, which is calculated using data from the U.S. Census.
The 2017 Area Median Income (AMI) for the Washington Metro area is $110,300 for a
household size of four (4). The AMI is used to base the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) income categories including, extremely low; very low and low income. The
income levels and categories are as follows:
•

Extremely Low Income—Those at or below 30% of the AMI--$32, 600 or less.

•

Very Low Income—Those 31% to 50% of the AMI—between $32,601 and $54,300.

•

Low Income—Those at 51% to 80% of the AMI—between $54,301 and $70,150
Note: $70,150 is 80% of $110,300 because HUD uses different factors and adjustments
in calculating the 80% threshold of the low -income category.

Another income category, determined and defined largely at the local level, is "workforce". In
the DC area, workforce income levels are generally those between 60% and 120% of the AMI,
or $65,160 to $130,320. Montgomery County defines workforce between 60% and 120% of
the AMI.
Affordability
HUD defines affordable housing to be affordable when a household spends no more than 30%
of its total gross income on housing costs, including mortgage or rent payments & utilities. For
example, a home is affordable to a household with an annual income of $50,000 when their
monthly rent or mortgage, including utilities, is no more than $1,250, representing 30% of their
monthly income.
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Programs Overview—Current Programs
Moderately Priced Dwelling Units (MPDUs) — modeled after the Montgomery County
program, the City of Rockville MPDU program is a housing program in which the rental rate for
a unit is below the rental rate of market rents. In Rockville, the MPDU program is considered a
"moderate" program open to income range of 30% to 60% of the AMI. While the program is
open to this range of incomes, the rent structure, per the MPDU ordinance and regulations of
the MPDU program, is such that the rents are actually only affordable to people at 60% of the
AMI. The City’s MPDU program has rental (661 units) and homeownership (about 400 units)
components.
Public Housing—consists of rental housing properties that are both publicly-funded and
publicly-owned and managed by local housing authorities. These programs typically serve the
lowest income households – those earning below 30% of the AMI. Rockville Housing
Enterprises (RHE) operates and manages a total of 105 public housing units at David Scull, and
at various single-family sites throughout the City.
Section 8/Housing Choice Voucher (HCVP)—consists of rental properties that are privately
owned where the rents are publicly subsidied. The HCVP program typically supports
households earning between 30% and 50% of AMI, and rents are calculated to be at 30% of a
household’s annual income. RHE manages approximately 414 HCVP vouchers throughout the
City.
Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTCs)—the LIHTC, adopted by Congress in the 1986 Tax
Reform Act, is a reduction in the dollar amount of federal taxes owed by an individual or
corporation, in exchange for investment in low-income rental housing. Tax credit units
generally provide housing to those at 60% of the AMI and below. RHE manages 56 LIHTC units
at King Farm.
Workforce Housing—Montgomery County allows households with incomes at or below 120%
of the area-wide median income to have greater housing choices in the County. Montgomery
County has workforce units throughout the County, including 66 workforce homeownership
units in Rockville at King Farm. An additional 19 homeownership workforce units, at Westside
by the Shady Grove Metro, targeted at income levels between 70% and 120% of AMI, are
currently under construction.
Below is a summary of the types of housing programs1 that address households at various
income levels.

1

MPDU units are open to all with annual income of $22,000 to 60% of the AMI, however, by definition, the rents
are only affordable to households at 60% of the AMI.
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Targeted Household by Income

<30%
AMI

30-60%
AMI

Rockville Housing Enterprises (RHE), the City’s public housing
agency, owns and operates 105 public housing units—David
Scull Courts, First Street in Rockville (76 units) and at
various single-family sites throughout Rockville (29 units).

X

X

RHE administers 414 federal housing choice vouchers (HCV),
including 359 vouchers through the regular HCV program, 50
(414
mainstream vouchers supporting elderly/disabled households,
and five moderate rehab program vouchers.

X

X

Program

Description

Public Housing (108
units)

Housing Choice
Vouchers
households)

The MPDU program requires that 12.5% of units in new
housing projects (50+ units) are affordable to households
with lower incomes. In mixed-use zoning districts, at least
15% of the total units must be MPDUs. This is a rental and
homeownership program.
The City receives about $230,000 in CDBG funding, which
CDBG Grouphome/
has been mostly used for rehab and improvements to ownerMultifamily Rehab
occupied single-family homes, group homes operated by nonProgram
profit housing providers and to public housing units in the
City.
The LIHTC provides federal tax credits to facilitate the
Low-Income Housing
construction and rehabilitation of affordable rental housing .
Tax Credit (LIHTC)
RHE owns and operates 59 LIHTC units in the City.
Through the Single Family Rehabilitation Program, eligible
CDBG Single-Family
homeowners may apply for forgivable loans to make
Rehabilitation Program
improvements to their homes.
In collaboration with Housing and Community Initiatives, Inc.
Downpayment
(HCI), the City of Rockville has supported the REACH
Assistance
Program, a downpayment assistance program.
MPDU
(1,081 units)

60-80%
AMI

80-100%
AMI

100%
AMI+

X

X

X

X

X

X

Affordable Housing Concept: Definition and Programming
What are the current affordable housing gaps? What do the demographics trends and
projections show? Based on the recently completed Housing Market Analysis Needs and
Assessment, there is demand for affordable housing at all income levels.
Below is a summary of projected demands by household size and income.
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Net New
Income Level
Households
(2016)
(2015-2040)
Under 30% of AMI--1,653 HH Size
Up to $22,850
1
1,007
Up to $26,100
2
344
Up to $29,350
3
106
Up to $32,600
4
196
30-60% of AMI-2,245
$22,850 to $45,660
1
994
$26,100 to $52,140
2
398
$29,350 to $58,680
3
287
$32,600 to $65,160
4
566
60% - 80% of AMI--1,263
$45,660 to $60,880
1
558
$52,140 to $69,520
2
355
$58,680 to $78,240
3
167
$65,160 to $86,880
4
183
80% - 100% of AMI--1,085
$60,880 to $76,100
1
512
$69,520 to $86,900
2
345
$78,240 to $97,800
3
99
$86,880 to $108,600
4
129
100%+ of AMI--3,715
$76,100 and higher
1
1,542
$86,900 and higher
2
1,530
$97,800 and higher
3
369
$108,600 and higher
4
274

As shown above, there are housing needs across a wide spectrum of incomes. The greatest
need is amongst households in the income range of 30% to 100% of AMI. This group represents
46% of the projected 10,000 new households by 2040.
Workforce Income Limits--Examples
Communities have employed different approaches to addressing a wide range of housing
needs. Below are examples of income thresholds for workforce housing.
Montgomery County
Montgomery County has an MPDU program similar to Rockville’s. In addition, Montgomery
County has a workforce housing program. The County’s MPDU program is designed to serve
households below 60% of the AMI. Its workforce housing program is targeted to households
between 70% and 120% of the AMI. Below are the income limits for the workforce housing
program.

HH Size

County Workforce
Housing Minimum
Income

County Workforce
Housing Maximum
Income

1

$54,000

$92,700

2

$62,000

$105,900
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3

$69,500

$119,100

4

$77,000

$132,400

5

$83,500

$142,900

City of Gaithersburg
The City of Gaithersburg also has MPDU and workforce housing programs. The MPDU program
is designed to service households below 60% of the AMI. Gaithersburg’s workforce housing
program is designed to serve households between 80% and 120% of the AMI. Below are the
income limits for the workforce housing program.
HH Size

Gaithersburg Minimum
Income

Gaithersburg Maximum
Income

1

$61,800

$92,700

2

$70,600

$105,900

3

$79,400

$119,100

4

$88,200

$132,400

5

$95,300

$142,900

Washington, DC
Depending on the specific program financing and the housing program, the District defines
workforce housing differently. For example, a project that included mixed income tiered
affordable units had workforce housing set aside targeted to firefighters (the housing project
was on a top of a firehouse) whose incomes couldn’t exceed $52,140 (household size of 2),
representing 60% of the AMI. In another project that was financed with LIHTCs, HOPE VI, and
other local funds, the workforce units had income range between 60% and 100% of AMI. In
another affordable homeownership program, the workforce housing units had income limits
not exceeding $120,000, representing approximately 110% of AMI, in annual income regardless
of household size.
Consideration for Rockville
As shown above, there is not a uniform definition for workforce housing, but the typical
targeted household income range is from 60% to 120% of the AMI and, in some cases, a flat
amount of annual income regardless of household size.
In Rockville, between the public housing, HCVP/Section 8, and LIHTC unit programs, some of
the housing needs of households in the income ranges below 30% of the AMI, are being
addressed, albeit with a very limited supply. While these programs address the housing needs
of this group of households, there remains a constant unmet demand. Absent significant public
subsidy, adding any more units affordable to this income group is a big challenge.
Moreover, as shown in the Housing Market Analysis Needs and Assessment projections, the
affordable housing demand in the City of Rockville is across the income spectrum from 0-100%
of AMI, but the greatest need, in terms of the number of projected households, is within the
range of 30% to 100% and above, of the AMI.
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Given the wide range of incomes in need of affordable housing, Rockville may need to consider
a more comprehensive housing program with income-targeting that ranges from 30% to 120%,
and with tiered affordability levels. Other communities have such comprehensive programs in
place, and staff recommends that the Mayor and Council consider this possibility as well. This
approach, and others, will be discussed during the work session.

Mayor and Council History
This is the first time that staff has brought the topic of workforce housing to Mayor and Council.
However, this is part of the ongoing affordable housing discussion with Mayor and Council.

Boards and Commissions Review
Staff presented a draft of the housing chapter of the Rockville 2040 Comprehensive Master Plan
update to the staff and Board of Commissioners at the Rockville Housing Enterprises to attend
this work session. Staff has also reached out to the Human Rights Commission and Human
Services Advisory Board.
Staff invited the staff and Board at the Rockville Housing Enterprises to attend this work
session. Staff has also reached out to the Human Rights Commission and Human Services
Advisory Board about this work session.

Next Steps
Staff will proceed as directed by Mayor and Council.
Short Term Steps (within the next 3 to 9 months)
1. Work with Mayor and Council to remove any reference to “workforce housing” from
ZTA 2018-00247.
2. Review existing MPDU ordinance/regulations with the Mayor and Council in a work
session in the first quarter of 2018, and recommend revision.
3. Draft specific program requirements to update the MPDU program and incorporate a
more comprehensive approach to include housing options to a wider range of incomes,
including workforce housing.
Long Term Steps (within 12 to 18 months)
Program implementation.
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